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Construction of Measure of Second Order Slope Rotatable
Designs Using Balanced Incomplete Block Designs

Bejjam Re, Viclorbabu' and Chanda/uri Valli Venkala Siva Surekh(/

Abstract

In this paper, a new method of construction measure of Second Order Slope
Rotatable Designs using Balanced Incomplete Block Designs is suggested which
enables us to assess the degree of slope-rotatability for a given Response Surface
Design.

Keywords,

. Second order response surface designs, Second order slope rotatable designs
(SOSRD), Measure of second order slope rotatable designs

1. Introduction

/ II Response Surface methodology is a statistical technique that is very useful in
design and analysis of scientific experiments, In many experimental situations,
the experimenter is concerned with explaining certain aspects of a functional
relationship
Y=f(x, ,x},...,xy)+e

'where Y is the response and x1,x" ... ,xy are the levels of v-quantitative variables. -
or factors and e is the random error, Response Surface methods are useful
where several independent variables influence a dependent variable, The
independent variables are assumed to be continued and controlled by the
experimenter.

TDepartment of Statistics, Acharya Nagarjuna University. Guntur-522 510. India,
2 Department of Statistics. Acharya Nagarjuna University, Guntur-522 510. India.
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('ollstrlletioll of Measure of Secolld Order Slope Rota/able Designs Using

Balimced Incomplete Block Designs
3

cr'
V(b'J)= Nt..
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The response is assumed to be as random variable. For example, if a chemical
engineer wishes to find the temperature (x I) and pressure (X2)that maximizes the
yield (response) of his process then the observed response Y may be written as a
function of the levelS'ofthe temperature (XI) and pressure (X2)as
Y=f(xl'x,)+e

The concept of rotatability, which is very important in Response Surface Designs,
was proposed by Box and Hunter (1957). The study of rotatable designs is mainly
emphasized on the estimation of differences of yields and its precision. I
Estimation of differences in responses at two different points in the factor space i'
will often be of great importance. If differences in responses at two points close '
together are of interest then estimation of local slope (rate of change) of the I
response is required. Estimation of slopes occurs frequently in practical
situations. For instance, there are cases in which we want to estimate rate of
reaction in chemical experiment, rate of change in the yield of a crop to various
fertilizer doses, rate of disintegration of radioactive material in an animal etc.
(Park, 1987).

Hader and Park (1978) introduced Slope Rotatable Central Composite Designs
(SRCCD). Victorbabu and Narasimham (1991) studied in detail the conditions to
be satisfied by a general Second Order Slope Rotatable Designs (SOSRD) and
constructed SOSRD using Balanced Incomplete Block Designs (BI8D).
Victorbabu (2007) suggested a review on SOSRD. Park and Kim (1992)
suggested a nieasure of slope rotatability for Second Order Response Surface
Designs . .lang and Park (] 993) suggested a measure and a graphical method for'
evaluating slope rotatability in Response Surface Designs. These measures are
useful to enable us to assess the degree of slope rotatability for a given Second
Order Response Surface Designs.

2. Conditions for Second Order Slope Rotatable Designs

Suppose we want to use the Second Order Response Surface Design D = (x;u) to
fit the surface

v v 2
Yu =bO+2:b.x. +2:b .. x. +2:2:b .. x. x. +cu (2.1)

. I I III . I II III .. 1.1 IU JU
1= 1= 1<.1

where X;udenotes the level of the i'h Ulh

of the experiment, eu's are uncorrelated Random Errors with mean zero and

vanance cr'. The design is said to be SOSRD if the variance of the estimate of
first order partial derivative of Y,(x"x2, ....xvlwith respect to each of independent

,
variables (x,) is only a function of the distance (d'=L>~) of the point (XI, X2,

i-I

,) from the origin (center) of the design. Such a spherical variance function
for estimation of slopes in the Second Order Response Surface is achieved if the
design points satisfy the following conditions (Hader and Park, 1978; Victorbabu
and Narasimham, 1991).

• LXiU =0, LXiUxju=O, LXjuXfu=O'LXiUXjuXkU=O, LX:u=O,

LX"x:, = 0, LX"xJ, x;, = 0, LX"xJ,xk,x" = 0; for i;= j;= k;= 1;
• (i) LX;, = Constant =NA2; for all i; (ii) LX: = Constant =CNA4; for

all i
• LX>:, = Constant = NA4; for i"# j
• _A._4>__ v__

A.; (c+v-l)

• [v(5-c)-(c-3)2jI,,4 +[v(c-5)+4jl,,~ =0 (2.2)

where c. 1,,2and 1,,4are constants.

The variances and covariances of the eslimated Parameters are

V(bo) = 1,,4(C+V-l)cr', '. V(b,)=~,
N[1"4(c+v-I)-vl,,,] NI",

, [ 'J I" 2Vb - cr 1,,4(c+v-2)-(v-I)I,,; Cov(b b )_ 2cr .
( ;,) (c-I)NI". 1,,4(c+v-l)-vl,,;' 0' \I N[1,,4(c+v-l) vl,,;l

(1"2_1,, )cr'
Cov(b;; ,bJJ)= 2 4 2 and other covariances vanish. (2.3)

(c-l )NI,,4[t..4 (c+v-l )-vt..,l

3. Second Order Slope Rotatable Designs using Balanced Incomplete Block
Designs

A Balanced Incomplete Block Design (BIBD) denoted by IS an
arrangement of v treatments in b blocks each containing k«v) treatments, if (i)
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4. Conditions of Measure of Second Order Slope Rotatable Designs

every treatment occurs at most once in a block, (ii) every treatment occurs in
exactly blocks, and (iii) every pair of treatments occurs together in blocks.

Let denote a Balanced Incomplete Block Design, 2t(k) denote a
fractional replicate of 2k in oil levels, in which no interaction with less than five
factors is confounded. [1- (v, b,r,k,t..)] denote the design points generated from
the transpose of incidence matrix of BIBD. [1-(v,b,r,k,t..)]2'(k1are the b 2'(k)
design (Raghavarao, 1971).

I denote the design points generated from (a,O,O...,O)point set, and U
denotes combination of the design points generated from different sets of points.
Let (na) denote replication of axial points, no denote the number of central
points. The method of construction of SOSRD using BlBD is given below
(Victorbabu and Narasirnham, 1991).

3.1 Result: The design points [1- (v, b,r,k,t..)]2,(k) U na ( I U (no) will
give a v-dimensional SOSRD in N = bilk) + 2vl1a+ no design points, where a2 is
positive real root of the fourth degree polynomial equation

(8vn3 _4Nn2)a8+8vr2'(k)a6n2+a a a

[ 2vr222~klna+ {((1211.-2Vll. )A-4r )N+( 16An; - 20vAn;+4vm;)} 2'(k)Ja4 +

[ 4vr2+(16n. -20Vll. )rA ]22~k)a2+[ (5v-9 )1..2+( 6-v )rt.._r2]N22t(k)+

(vr+4A_5vA)r223t(1<)=0

Note: Values of SOSRD using BIBD can be obtained by solving the above
equation.

5Construction of Measure of Second Order Slope Rotatahfe Designs Using
Balanced Incomplete Block Designs

5. Construction of Measure of Second Order Slope Rotatable Design
(SOSRD) Using Balance Incomplete Block Design (BIBD)

Further, it is simplified to Qv (0)= ~ [4V(bii )-V(bij lr

J .
" r" (4v(b,,) +LJ., v(bll)) -~Lr.,(4V(b;,) + Lf.-' VCb')ll]'}

1 I I I" ,••Q,(D) ~ 0 l' (v + 2)(v + 4) v(b,ll + 2(v- )<1 • i=cl v+l ..1
1.>' V 1l V .

+ 4 . L«4V(biil +L vCb'j)) -~L(4V(biil +L v(bulll'
(=1 }=1 (=1 }=1

j~t j~j

" [[ 4v(biil +Ll::VCb'jll]" [[4VCb"l+ Ll::V(b'ill]']]
+2L 4v(biil v +L v(b'i) - v

i=l i:l
r~i

H(v + 4l [4COV'(b', biil + t, cov'(b,. blj)] +4 t.[4 t.cov'(b". b'i) + t.L cov' (b"'bitl]
)""' }""' j,t,,"j .

V(b;J) are equal for i, j, where i '" j,
Cov(b,b" )=Cov(b,b'i )=Cov(b"b;)=Cov(b'jb,.)=O for all i,. j,. 1. (4.1)
Park and Kim (1992) proposed that if the conditions in (2.2) together with (2.3)
and (4.1) are met, then the following measure (Q~(D)) given below assess the
degree of slope rotatability for any general Second Order Response Surface
Design '0' with v-independent variables.

i
i

~

I

I,
I

Be;jam Re. Victorbabu and Chandaiuri Valli Venkata Siva Surekha4

Following Hader and Park (1978), Park and Kim (1992), Victorbabu and
Narasimham (1991), equations 1,2, 3,4,5 of (2.2), and (2.3) give the necessary
and sufficient conditions for a measure of slope rotatability for any general
Second Order Response Surface Designs Further we have
V(b,) are equal for i,

V(b,,) are equal for i,

In this section, the proposed new method of construction of measure of SOSRD
using BIBD is given below.
Let (v, b, r, k, A)denote a BIBD. For the design points, [1- (v,b,r,k,t..)]2"k> U na
(a,O,O,... ,O)21 U (no) generated from BIBD in N = bilk) + 2vna + no 'design
points, simple symmetry conditions I, 2, 3 of (2.2) are true. Condition I of (2.2) is
true obviously. Conditions 2 and 3 of (2.2) are true as follows

2. (i) "x' =r2"k)+2n a'=Nt..
~ IU a 2
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~IU. a 4

3. "X2 x' =Ut(kJ=NAL..J IU JU 4

axial points (n,) rather than replication of central points provide appreciable
advantage in terms of efficiency of the estimates of the Parameters of the model.
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Measure ofSOSRD using BIBD can be obtained by

[2: 2]4 2
Qv (0)= :,. [4e-V(b;j)J

where,

e = V(b,,)
!Ii (v _l)[zt(k)Ano + zt(k)+l"lvna - zt(k)+2rnaaZ - r2Z2t(k) + b.AZ2t(k)]

_ +[zt(k)+lbna + 2nano + 4n~Ja4 + (r - ...l)[zt(k)+lvna + zt(k)no + bZ2t(k)]

- [V2t(k){.ln - 4rn a2) + zt(k)+ln (v2...l + ba4) --]ztek) r - k + Zn a4 0 a a
[ ( ) a J +2nanoa' + (r - k)(b22t(k) + 2'(k)+'vna + 2'(k)no) + 22t(k)V(b-l _ r')

Table 1 gives the values of Q, (D) for SOSRD using various Parameters of
BIBD, no and the value of 'a' which make SOSRD using BIBD. It can be verified
thatQ,. (D) is zero, if and only if, a design '0' is slope-rotatable. Q, (D)
becomes larger as 'D' deviates from a Slope Rotatable Design.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, general measure has been proposed which enables us to assess the
degree of slope rotatability for a given Second Order Response Surface Design
using BIBD. This measure, Q, (D) has the value zero, if and only if, the design

'D' is SOSRD, and Q, (D) becomes larger as 'D' deviates from a Slope
Rotatable Design. It may be used to compare the degree of slope rotatability for
the same 'v'. It can be generally used to increase the degree of slope rotatability.
of SOSRD by the addition of experimental runs. We also point out here that this
measure of SOSRD using BIBD has 71 design points for 7-factors, whereas the
corresponding measure of SRCCD obtained by Park and Kim (1992) needs 79
design points. Thus the new method leads to a 7-factor measure ofSOSRDin less
number of design points than the corresponding measure of Slope Rotatable
Central Composite Designs (SRCCD). Further, it is pointed out that replication of
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* Values ofSOSRD using BIBD.

(6,15,5,2,1)
a llo=I,N=73 Do=2,N=74 no=3,N=75 no=4,N=76 llo=5,N=77
l.3 5.9767x 10-J 1.4593xlO-J 5.4323xlO" 2.4142x I0" . 1.1701 x 10
1.6 2.2530xlO'J 5.7160xI0-' 1.7637x I0" 5.3795x 10-" 1.2973 x 10"
1.9 3.3626xIO" 6.4681 x 10-' 9.1377x I0" 1.1251x1O" 1.2853x10"
2.2 6.2158xlO" 6.1172xlO'" 5.9885xlO" 5.8391 x10- 5.6761 x10""

2.5 1.4678x10'J 1.4012xlO" 1.3375x10-' 1.2767x 10-' 1.2189xl0,3

2.8 2.6276x I0" 2.4947x1O" 2.3698x 10-' 2.2524x 10-' 2.1420x 10.3

3.1 4.2785x 10-' 4.0560x 10" 3.8477xIO" 3.6524xIO" 3.4693 x I0-3

* 1.8419 1.8015 1.7599 1.7170 1.6728
(7,7,3,3,1

a Do=I,N-71 no-2,N-72 no=3,N-73 llo-4,N-74 no-5,N-75
1.0 3.6876x lO'4 3.0765xI0" 2.6256x I0" 2.2798x 10-' 2.0065 x10-4

l.3 7.4243 x 10-. 4.7849x I0" 3.3952x10 2.5641 x 10" 2.0223xI0"
1.6 3.9307x 10" 1.1486xlO'J 5.2055x1O' 2.8787x I0" 1.7848x I0"
1.9 2.2780x 10" 5.9303xl0'4 2.1790x 10" 9.2232xIO" 4.1254x I0"
2.2 6.1415x1O'o 6.7524x 10" 8.5695 x10'0 1.8867x 10" 2.8393x 10"
2.5 2.361Ox 10-4 2.4443 x10" 2.4834x 10" 2.4904x 10-4 2.4740xI0"'"
2.8 7.2031 xI0" 6.9292xI0 6.6562x 10-4 6.3872x 10'. 6.1243 x10.4

3.1 l.3742x 10" 1.3064x 10-' 1.2423 x 10-' 1.1817x10-' 1.1245 x10,3

* 2.2305 2.1872 2.1449 2.1039 2.0647
I (8,28,7,2,1)

a no=I,N=129 no=2,N=130 no=3,N=131 llo=4,N=132 llo=5,N=133
1.0 3.7574xI0" 1.6291 xlO,5 6.6546x I0'0 22986xlO'o 5.0686x 10'7
l.3 1.4462x 10" 3.3949xlO'4 1.1237x I0"" 4.1305xIO" 1.4865 x10'5
1.6 4.0998x I0'. 1.0270x 10" 2.6345xl0" 4.7726x 10'0 6.981IxI0"
1.9 3.8057x I0-' 4.6409x 10,5 5.3162xlO" 5.8542xI0-' 62773x1O"
2.2 2.0258x 1'0. 1.9991 x 10" 1.9697xlO~ 1.9380x10" 1.9047x 10-4

2.5 3.8978xI0" 3.7929x I0" 3.6910xlO" 3.5919xI0-4 3.4956x I0-4

2.8 6.2432x I0'4 6.0601xlo'4 5.8834xI0"" 5.7130x 10" 5.5485xI0-
3.1 9.3614x 10'4 9.0806xl0'4 8.8103xlO-4 8.5498x 10'4 8.2988x10

* 1.7782 1.7417 1.7023 1.6587 1.6093

,fl
,

Do=5,N=23
7.6753x 10,3 I'

5.4362x 10-
1.1949xlO-
4.5620x 10-4
6.5697 x lO'3
2.1276x 10,2
4.8951 x 10.1 I i
9.7604xlO-2

1.7894

no=5,N=37
1.3630x 10'J .1

1 3209x I0'>
2:6887x IO~ 1:1

2.9080x I0- ~
2.4921 x I0-'
6.8171x10'Ji
1.40lOx 1'0'. I ,I
2.5606x I0'.' I

1.7504/

no=5,N=55
2.7409x lO" I Ii
3.6975x 10" .
6.1112x 10,5
1.9092x 10"
1.1169x 10-3
2.6702x 10,3
5.0280x I0,3
8.5913xlO,l

1.7104

llo=4,N=22
1.0672 x lO'2
8.9508x 10,3
2.5693xlO,l
2.6517x I0"
7.2278xI0-3
2.4785x 10,2
5.7874xlO'2
1.1601x10"
'. 1.8290

llo=4,N=36
1.8819x 10-3
2.2584x 10,3
6.4547xlO"
2.1175xlO"
2.6380x 10,3
7.4967x 10-3
1.5546x 10-2
2.8500x 10,1

1.7909

no=4,N=54
3.9368xI0"
6.8471 x 10"
2.4158xlO"
1.5654x 10"
1.1609x I0,3
2.8478x 10,3
5.3936x I0,3
9.2327x 10,3

1.7525

Do=3,N=21
1.5748 x 10,2
1.6675 x 10-2

6.1608 x10-3
4.4386x10,5
7.7606xlO,3
2.8907x I0,2
6.8826x I0-2
l.3888x 10,1

1.8764

Do=3,N=35
2.7504x 10,1
4.3642 x I0-3
1.6367x 10,3
1.0811xlO
2.7609x I0.3
8.2475xlO,3
1.7292x 10,2
3.1810xI0-l

1.8352

no=3,N=53
5.9534xlO"
1.4176x I0-1

5.0685x10
1.1067x 10
1.1998xlO,3
3.0379xlO-l

5.7919xI0-l
9.9344x 10,3

1.7955

llo=2,N=20
2.5511 x 10-2
3.8709x 10,2
1.7971 x10,2
1.4684x 10'4
7.9415xlO,3
3.3665 x 10,2
8.2321 x10,2
1.6755x10-1

1.9330

Do=2,N=34
4.3725x 10.3
1.0456x 10,2
4.7914xlO-3
1.1294x 10,5
2.8377xlO'3
9.0715x10,3
1.9277 x 10.2
3.5606xlO,2

1.8833

llo=2,N=52
9.6797xI0"
3.5871 x 10-3
1.5446x 10-3
2.1626x I0,5
1.2302 xI0,1
3.2407xlO-l
6.2262x I0-3

1.0703 x 10-2

1.8393

no=2,N=74 no=3,N=75 llo=4 N=76 no=5,N=77
2.4479xI0 1.4189xl0 8.6686x 10' 5.4870x 10' .,

llo=I,N=33
7.9676x 10,3
4.0823x 10.2
1.9950x 10-2

8.5114x I0-5
2.8300x 10,3
9.9660x 10,3
2.1792x 10,2
3.9976x 10.2

1.9348

Table 1: Values of measure of SOSRD using BIBD (n, = I)
(3,3,2,2,1 )

a llo=I,N=19
1.0 4.8818x10'L
l.3 1.4991 x I0"
1.6 8.1146xI0'.
1.9 2.7449xIO"
2.2 7.3135xI0-'
2.5 3.8942x 10'"
2.8 9.8970x 10'.
3.1 2.0378xl0'1
* 2.0000

*

(4,6,3,2,1
a
1.0
l.3
1.6
1.9
2.2
2.5
2.8
3.1

. {5,10,4,2,1
a llo=I,N=51
1.0 1.7567x I0'
l.3 1.4342 x 10'
1.6 6.1878x 10-
1.9 6.4166x 10-
2.2 1.2470x10-
2.5 3.4563x10'
2.8 6.7001xI0-
3.1 1.1547xlO-
* 1.8836

(6,15,5,2,1
a Do=I,N=73
1.0 4.5787x I0I:';

1
1
:1
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* Values ofSOSRD using BIBD.

(6,15,5,2,1)
a llo=I,N=73 Do=2,N=74 no=3,N=75 no=4,N=76 llo=5,N=77
l.3 5.9767x 10-J 1.4593xlO-J 5.4323xlO" 2.4142x I0" . 1.1701 x 10
1.6 2.2530xlO'J 5.7160xI0-' 1.7637x I0" 5.3795x 10-" 1.2973 x 10"
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3.1 4.2785x 10-' 4.0560x 10" 3.8477xIO" 3.6524xIO" 3.4693 x I0-3

* 1.8419 1.8015 1.7599 1.7170 1.6728
(7,7,3,3,1

a Do=I,N-71 no-2,N-72 no=3,N-73 llo-4,N-74 no-5,N-75
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Some Powerful Simple and Composite Goodness of Fit Test
Based on un and related Bahadur Efficiency

Abdolreza Sayyareh'

Abstract

In this paper, we have established powerful Goodness of Fit Tests for the basic
situation in which the Hypothesized Distribution is known. A new approach of
Parameterization is proposed which is a useful approach to construct a Goodness
of Fit Test based on Parametric approaches. Vmous Goodness of Fit Test
procedures have been used in literature. We consider the Union-Intersection
approach to make some powerful tests to Goodness of Fit Test problem. We
simulate the percentage points of introduced statistics. Also, we study the
Bahadur Efficiency of the proposed test.

Keywords

Anderson-Darling test, Berk-Jones statistics, Cumulative distribution function,
Goodness of fit test, Likelihood ratio, Power of test, Union-Intersection test

1. Introduction

An essential problem in statistics is whether or not a set of measurements is
compatible with the assumption that the measurements are an independently
identically distributed sample from a known distribution. A difficulty in testing
such a statistical Hypothesis is that the Alternatives (Rival Models) are
enormously large and could._l1ot be described clearly. As the purpose of a
Goodness of Fit Test, these tests are intended as tests for distributional form, not
as tests of Parametric values. These kind of problems may be called testing
Goodness of Fit. They have some strengths and weaknesses. Goodness of Fit
Tests are Hypothesis testing problems. But there are some differences.
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Hypothesis testing is formulated in terms of Null and Alternative Hypotheses,
type one and type two Errors and Power of Tests. In search of the best decision,
we tum to the search of a test with acceptable Power. On the other hand, there is
no specific Alternative Hypothesis for Goodness of Fit Test, so it is impossible to
define the Power of Test simply. Traditionally, Goodness of Fit Tests formulated
based on the Cumulative Distribution Functions (c.d.f) of a random variable Y,
denoted by F(y), is defined by
F(y) = P(Y ~ y), for all y E If'

We consider two directions as Simple and Composite Goodness of Fit Tests.
The Simple Hypotheses are given as
Ho: F(y) == Fo(Y) 'ty E \II against HI: F(y) '* Fo(Y) for some y E \II (1.1)
where FaO is a known Distribution Function. We may consider FoO as F(.,8o)

where 80E 0 is a specified value of the Vector Parameter e .
In the Composite situation, we wish to test
Hoe:F(y) == F(y, 1:1)'ty E \II against Hie: F(y) '* F(y, 1:1)for some y E \II (1.2)
where BE 0 is an unknown vector of Parameters.

Distribution Function are the Cramer (1928) and in a more general form Von-
Mises( 1931) statistics. They proposed

tV,; = n[(F" (y) - Fo(y»' (y)cry
for some Weight Function 13 as an adequate measure of discrepancy. The
Kolmogorov Test (1933) is the easiest and also most natural Non-Parametric Test.
It is based on the Lnorm and computes the distance between an Empirical and the
Hypothesized (theoretical) Distribution Function under the Null Hypothesis.
Under Alternative Hypothesis, the difference between the Empirical and
Theoretical Distribution Functions will be noticeable. This statistic is given by

D" = j;; sup I F,,(Y) - Fo(Y) I.
yeP

13

was studied by

Some Powelful Simple and CompositeGoodness of Fit res/Based on ulr
and related Bahadur Efficiency

A problem mathematically similar to Koltnogorov's statlsllC
Smimov (1939,1941). He has considered D+ and D- where." "
D,; = j;;sup(F,,(y)-Fo(Y»

yel'

Abdolreza Sayyareh12
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This kind of Hypothesis testing is the problem of whether the underling
Distribution Function belongs to a given family of Distribution Functions as
<I>= {F(.;B), BE 0}. To test this Composite Hypothesis, we have to estimate B

by 8" which is a regular estimate of B. We denote the true value of B by eo' .A
natural approach to this testing problem is to use the Empirical Distribution
Function as an approximation to the true underling Distribution, where the '
Empirical Distribution Function F"(.) is defined by I

lInFn(y) = - (y; s; y)
n i=l

Most notable Goodness of Fit Test based on Empirical Distribution Function and
d(F,,(.),FoO) are the Anderson-Darling A' Test (1952), Cramer (1928)," ,

Kolmogorov (1933), Kuiper V Test (1960), Smirnov (1939, 1941), Von-
Mises(l931) and Watson's V'Test (1958). The first approach to the problem of
testing fit to a fixed distribution is Pearson's (1930) Chi-Squared Test. A way to
improve Pearson's statistics consists of employing a functional distance as
d(F,,(.),FoO). Possibly the best known test statistics based on the Empirical

D~= j;; sup (FoCv) - F,,(y».
yEP

The statistics D", D,; and D,~ are known as Kolmogorov-Smimov statistics. Thei
have the advantage of being distribution free. Thus the same p-values can be used
to obtain the significance level when testing it toany Continuous Distribution. In
search of this property for tV,; Cramer- Von-Mises have introduced a simple
modification. A modification for Cramer-Von-Mises distance is

~,2 ('If) = n ['If(Fo (y»{ (F" (y) - Fo(y»' }dFo(Y)

which was proposed by Smimov (1936, 1937).

The Parametric version of this statistics when related Parameter is estimated by

e" is given by

W,,' (v/) = n[V/(F(y; 8,,){ (F" (y) - F(y;8" »' }dF(y;8,,).
The property exhibited by D" and W,,' ('If) of being distribution free does not
carryover to the Parametric cases. However, in some cases the Distribution of
F(~;8,,); i=I,2, ...,n does not depend one, but only on <I>, the family of
underline densities. In those cases, the Distributions of Parametric Goodness of

, ..;I
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It is based on the Lnorm and computes the distance between an Empirical and the
Hypothesized (theoretical) Distribution Function under the Null Hypothesis.
Under Alternative Hypothesis, the difference between the Empirical and
Theoretical Distribution Functions will be noticeable. This statistic is given by

D" = j;; sup I F,,(Y) - Fo(Y) I.
yeP

13

was studied by

Some Powelful Simple and CompositeGoodness of Fit res/Based on ulr
and related Bahadur Efficiency

A problem mathematically similar to Koltnogorov's statlsllC
Smimov (1939,1941). He has considered D+ and D- where." "
D,; = j;;sup(F,,(y)-Fo(Y»

yel'
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This kind of Hypothesis testing is the problem of whether the underling
Distribution Function belongs to a given family of Distribution Functions as
<I>= {F(.;B), BE 0}. To test this Composite Hypothesis, we have to estimate B

by 8" which is a regular estimate of B. We denote the true value of B by eo' .A
natural approach to this testing problem is to use the Empirical Distribution
Function as an approximation to the true underling Distribution, where the '
Empirical Distribution Function F"(.) is defined by I

lInFn(y) = - (y; s; y)
n i=l

Most notable Goodness of Fit Test based on Empirical Distribution Function and
d(F,,(.),FoO) are the Anderson-Darling A' Test (1952), Cramer (1928)," ,

Kolmogorov (1933), Kuiper V Test (1960), Smirnov (1939, 1941), Von-
Mises(l931) and Watson's V'Test (1958). The first approach to the problem of
testing fit to a fixed distribution is Pearson's (1930) Chi-Squared Test. A way to
improve Pearson's statistics consists of employing a functional distance as
d(F,,(.),FoO). Possibly the best known test statistics based on the Empirical

D~= j;; sup (FoCv) - F,,(y».
yEP

The statistics D", D,; and D,~ are known as Kolmogorov-Smimov statistics. Thei
have the advantage of being distribution free. Thus the same p-values can be used
to obtain the significance level when testing it toany Continuous Distribution. In
search of this property for tV,; Cramer- Von-Mises have introduced a simple
modification. A modification for Cramer-Von-Mises distance is

~,2 ('If) = n ['If(Fo (y»{ (F" (y) - Fo(y»' }dFo(Y)

which was proposed by Smimov (1936, 1937).

The Parametric version of this statistics when related Parameter is estimated by

e" is given by

W,,' (v/) = n[V/(F(y; 8,,){ (F" (y) - F(y;8" »' }dF(y;8,,).
The property exhibited by D" and W,,' ('If) of being distribution free does not
carryover to the Parametric cases. However, in some cases the Distribution of
F(~;8,,); i=I,2, ...,n does not depend one, but only on <I>, the family of
underline densities. In those cases, the Distributions of Parametric Goodness of

, ..;I



Eicker (1979) considered If/(t) = (t(I-t))-' = {F,,(y)(1-F,,(y)W', rather than
the Hypothesized variance. Berk and Jones (1979) used the Divergence Function
which prepares an approach which give us a test statistic using known Likelihood
Ratio Test. More precisely the Berk-Jones statistics as the supremum of the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) discrepancy between Hypothesized and Empirical
Distribution Functions could be defined as a supreme of K(F" (y), F;,(y» as

Consideration of different Weight Functions If/ allows the statistician to put
special emphasis on the detection of particular sets of Alternatives. Some people
. prefer employing Cramer- Von-Mises statistics instead of Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistics. It is because Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics accounts only for the
largest deviation between F" (t) and F(t), while the other one is a weighted.

average of all the deviations between F" (t) and F(t). Anyway we reject H 0 if in
each case the value of the statistic is large. The supremum version of the,
Anderson-Darling statistics is given by

B' - _I (=F="(=y=)-=F=o=(y=))=1
II - sup .

-~$y$~ .JFo (y )(1- Fo (y))

FitTests are Parameter free. This happens if <I>is a location scale family and e"
is an equivariant estimator(see, David and Johnson, 1948). All the statistics which
can be obtained by varying If/ are usually refereed to as statistics of Cramer-V on-
Mises type, two of them are as follows. The Cramer-Von-Mises's statistic

obtained by W;,' for If/(.) = I, W} = n[(F"(y)-Fo(y»'dFo(Y)

and the Anderson-Darling's statistic (1952) for If/(t)= (1(1- t)r'

A' = nr~ (F,,(y)-Fo(y»' dF (,)
" L~Fo(y)(1-Fo(Y)) 0)

with Parametric version as
, ,

AA, = r~ (F,,(y)-F(y;e,,)) dF( .e' )
II 11J." "y, n •

-~ F(y; e" )(1- F(y; e,»

15

ifO"; Fo(Y)< F, (y)"; I

ifO ,,; F" (y)"; Fo (y)"; I
otherwise.

Some Powe1ful Simple and CompositeGoodness of Fit TestBased on U1T
and related Bahadur Efficiency

00

F,(y)(logt(y») + (1- F,,(y))log1-Fn(y)
Fo(Y) I-Fo(y)

K(F" (y), Fo (y» = < 0

This last term is half of the Pearson statistics for F,,(y). When we consider the

Goodness of Fit Test for Multinomial Distribution, the Pearson X' statistic is
asymptotically equivalent to the Likelihood Ratio statistic. Berk-Jones proposed
that we can fix 'y' and construct a test statistic by Likelihood Ratio Test for
Goodness of Fit Test problem. Then, we tum to F,,(y). For each fixed sample

r = (I;, ...,YJ, F,,(y) is a Distribution Function as a function of YEP. On the

other hand, for each fixed value of 'y', F" (y) is a random variable as a function of

the sample and also it is known that F,,(y) is a Unbiased Maximum Likelihood
Estimator for F(y). The variance of the Empirical Distribution converges to zero
as 'n' goes to infinity. These indicate that F"O is weakly and strongly consistent

for estimation of F(y). As we know,nF,,(y): Bin(n,F(y» for a fixed 'y', then

under Ho; nF,,(y): Bin(n,F;,(y». We concluded that the Likelihood Ratio

statistic for testing H 0 against H, in fixed yEP is given by

supA,,(F(y»
A." (y) = FU)

. AII\-"o\.YJJ

where A,,(F(y» and A,,(F;,(y» are Likelihood Functions evaluated at F(y) and

Fo()') respectively. A suitable relation between Berk-Jones statistics and
Likelihood Ratio statistic is as follows
sup K(Fn (y), Fo(Y» = sup n-'logAn(Y).
YEIO,I] ye(O.l]

where K(F,,(y),F;,(y») is the Kullback-Leibler (KL) discrepancy between two
Distributions.
_. l(F(y)-F(y»'

It IS known that K(F,,(y),Fo(Y» behaves as _" 0
2 Fo(y)(1- Fo(y»

ii'
I,
1\
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2. Motivation

Einmahl and McKeague (2003) introduced an integral form of Berk-Jones
statistic. They also considered testing for symmetry, a change point, independence
and for exponentiality. Wellner and Koltchinskii (2002) have given proofs of the I

Limiting Null Distribution of the Berk and Jones (1979) statistic.

In section 2, we bring our objective to using Berk and Jones idea and using this
idea with Union-intersection Test (UIT). This section is a sketch of UIT. Section
3 shows how we make our test. The Power comparisons are given in section 4.
After constructing test using UIT, we will search some good Weight Functions as
means of a powerful test in two directions as Simple and Composite Hypothesis.
In fact; we develop an approach for Simple Hypothesis and then we will use the
results for simulation study in both situations. in section 5, we study the Bahadur
Efficiency of the proposed test.

iI

~
,
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~
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We would propose the other approach different than Einmahl and McKeague
(2003), using some Weight Functions based on classical approach to Hypothesis
testing as Union- Intersection approach. This approach has the same advantage as
the well known Likelihood Ratio Test approach. The resulting statistics is the
same as the Einmahl and McKeague (2003) statistics but our approach makes
theUnion-lntersection Test (U1T) suitable for dealing with the Goodness of Fit
problem. UIT introduced by Roy (1953) motivated through the multiple
comparisons and simultaneous statistical inference. On the other hand, it is easier
to illustrate UIT with a Composite Hypothesis testing problem that leads to
simultaneous statistical inference. Generally, we use two types of test statistics for
testing H 0 against H, that can be defined by

T= [I,dw(z)

To construct the global test statistic T (or Tmux) we need some local test statistics
as T.. In this work, we focus on the test statistic as T only, and illustrate our
approach to construct the local test statistic.

or
T","x = sup {T,w(z)}.

:E(-C'),O'l)

Consider a random sample as r = (1;, Y, , ... , Y,,) and a Goodness of Fit Test
procedure which introduces a Likelihood Ratio Test for each fixed 'z' which
could be between any of two Y,'so Here we must emphases that F(y) is an
unknown Distribution Function, whereas F(z) with fixed 'z' is an unknown
Parameter. As we saw nF,,(y): Bin(n,F(y», the Likelihood Ratio statistics for

testing H 0 against HI is given by

su?A,,(F(z)) A (F() (F( »)U-;,I'I(I_F( »)""-F"I'I)
A. (2) = fl.) , "z = ~ u Z

" Au (Fo(z» A,,(Fo(z» Fo(z) 1- Fo(z)

If we separate the Null Hypothesis H 0 : F(y) = Fo(Y) Vy E 'I' (related to a local

test) to several Null Hypotheses as Ho,: F(z) = Fo(z) Vz E Z, we can

construct a Likelihood Ratio for each one of the H 0,' s for each fixed 'z', and
then construct a test for our essential Hypothesis testing problem. Fortunately, this
concept is known in statistics. The Union-Intersection test (UIT), see Casella and

Abdolreza Sayyareh16

A large family of statistic which embeds X' and Likelihood Ratio Test statistics
are obtained by Cressie and Read (1984) family of divergence statistics defined as
following

2nIK = 2n {F ( )[F., (y)]K +{l-F ( )}[l-F.,(Y)]" -I}
Y K(K+l) "y Fo(Y) "y l-Fo(y)

for testing the Goodness of Fit of a Multinomial Distribution for the binary
sample X,y, ... ,X"y with 'y' fixed. Our goal is using Berk-Jones idea in fixing',y,
and Likelihood Ratio statistic in fixed 'y' in search of a Goodness of Fit Test for
two situations, the simple case where Fo(.) is a known Distribution Function and
Composite case where as the common approach for Goodness of Fit Test. We
have to estimate the unknown Parameter(s) at first and then apply the test.
Parametric case will change our situation for model selection from testing for a
specified distribution which belongs to the model in more general situation is
actually testing for a Family of Distributions (Models). Einmahl and McKeague
(2003) have considered the localized Empirical Likelihood Ratio with Likelihood
Function as

A(F) = IT.,[A(F(Y,)-A(F(Y,-)].

;,
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where r is an arbitrary index set that may be finite or infinite. depending on the
problem. By this notation we have
H, :I1EUe;.

rEr

Example: Let 1';.1'; , .... Y" be a independently identically distributed (i.i.d.).

random sample from N (JI.(J"), where ~ and (J" are unknown Parameters. We

want to test that H 0 : JI = Jlo against HI: Jl1' Jlo' where Jlu is a specified
number. As a UIT. we can write
H 0 : {JI :W5'" Jlo} n {JI : JI ? Jlo}

Suppose that for each of the testing H Or : 11 E e r against the

AltemativeHypothesis H Iy : 11 E e;. we know that the rejection region for the test ..

of H 0, is (y: T/y) ERr} where T/.) is the test statistic. Thus, if any of ~I;te
H 0, is rejected. then H 0 must also be rejected. it offers a rejection region for
UITas
U{y:Tr(y) ERr}'
rEf
As a simple example for VIT. we consider a known Hypothesis test in elementary
statistics.

,

I!'
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3. Proposed Approach to Construct New Tests

Consider r = (1';. Y,•...•Y,,) as anindependently identically distributed (i.i.d.)

random sample with unknown Distribution Function F(.). We set Fo(.) as a
known Distribution Function. The official Goodness of Fit Test contains testing
H 0 : F(y) = Fo(Y) \iy E '¥
against
HI: F(y) *- Fo(Y) for some y E 'l-'
A key for proposing a Goodness of Fit Test is that the Distribution Function F(z)
for a fixed 'z' is an unknown Parameter. It reduces the Goodness of Fit Test to a
Likelihood Ratio Test as
Ho, :F(z) = Fo(z) \iZEZ

against
HI,: F(z) *- Fo(z) for some z E Z

This Null Hypothesis could be written as intersection of two new Null Hypotheses
as H OLow"" : {p: JI ,.; Jlo} and H or.,p" : {,It : ,lt ? ,lto} . Now as the classical approach
we will test
H OLo"'''' : JI ,.; Jlo agflinst H ILo"" : JI > Po

. h .. . lin2:;): - ,lt~ d
Wit rejectIOn regIOn - I ? tLow" an

SI.,,;n
H Ollpp"" : P ? Jlo ag;linst H jUpp'" : JI < Jlo

. h .. . lin 2:;~IY,- ,lto
Wit rejectIOn regIOn I < tu .SI.,,;n PPC'

Then the rejection region of the UIT of
H 0 : {JI : JI ,.; Jlo} n {p :JI ? Jlo}
against
HI: {JI :p? Jlo} U {JI: JI"; Jlo} for tl.o",,, = -tupP'" will be express as

lin 2:"J: - Jlo .. .I ,-I ~ I? tLo"" whIch IS the two sided test.

J

-
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Berger (2002) andSayyareh (2011). is our proposal to solve this problem. The
urr method is a natural solution to this kind of problem. It is because the overall
Hypothesis could be rejected if each local Null Hypotheses could be rejected. As
a test statistic, we generalized the logic of the Likelihood Ratio Test. On the other
hand, we defined'a Weight Function as w(z). This Weight Function permits us to
construct different tests. As a choice we consider 11{z)= u(F" (z), F;,(z)) . In the
following. after a brief review ofUrr. we will construct the Likelihood Ratio Test
statistic by urr, and then we will propose our statistics to model selection. The
Likelihood Ratio Test method is a commonly used method of Hypothesis test
construction. Another method. which is appropriate when the Null Hypothesis is
expressed as an intersection, is the Union-Intersection Test (UIT). In classical
statistics we may write
Ho:I1Ener
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4. Investigation of the Power of Some New Tests by Simulation

To generate new tests we have to choose appropriate Weight Function. Then we
need to modify F" (z) at its discontinuity points Y,'J for i= 1,2, ,n. It is trivial

that for a point Y,,) = y there are i-;.5 observations among Y, , , Y" which are

I h h' I d 'd Y i- 0.5ess t an y. T is ea us to consi er F,,( (I) as -2-'

Selected Weight Function generates a test like a member of the class of the
Cramer-Von-Mises. In this section, we propose some Weight Function and
simulate their Power against several Alternatives. For each Alternative, the Power
result was derived from 104 samples of size n = 50,70,100,120,150,200,250
depending on choosing K (related to the Weight Function) and Ij/(F,,(z),Fo(z»

for Simple and Composite situations.

4.1 Simple Hypothesis: The reasonable choosing of the Weight Function will give
us a reasonable test statistic. At the first we consider

dlj/(F" (z),Fo(z» = 2{F,,(z)(1- Fn(z)W'" dFn(z) for K ~ 0,
which is an empiric version of the Weight Function Ij/(F" (z), Fo(z».

By this choice we have

Note that the decision rule is built from the logical equivalence that H 0 is wrong,

if and only if, any of its components H 0, is wrong or equivalently H 0 is true if

all the H 0, 's are individually true. Also assume that we can test H 0, using a

statistic T, (y) such that for any Hypothesis included in H 0,'
p( {y E 'l';T, (y) ~ e}) is known, for all e E P and z. Using this idea in the
search of the more powerful test we will consider the different Ij/(F"(z), Fo(z»' s

for U" in the next section.

The proposed test statistics for testing H 0 against HI is

U = r 10gA;P"oi') d(w(z» = r logA~PF01'Jd(II/(F (z) F, (z»)
/I Jp Jp"'" n , 0
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As it is a case with Composite Hypotheses testing problems, there may not be, in
general, an optimal test for testing H 0 against H" However, for a general class
of testing problems our idea is to rewrite this Hypothesis testing as the UIT, thus
we have
Ho : nHo,

=eZ

against
H, :UH".

"Z

In this way, there is flexibility in the decomposition of the Hypotheses and choice
of appropriate test statistics. To do this, for each 'z' we can define a new random
variable (see, Berk and Jones 1979), thus we have

{
I ifY <z

Y,,=I{Y,:'>z}= . ,-o IfYi >z
for i = I ,2, ...,n.

The Likelihood Function is
A" (F(z» = A" (F(z);I,J = (F(z»"r~('J (1- F(Z»"(l-F,,('JJ

and the Likelihood Ratio Test is given by
supA,,(F(z»

_ (Z) __ F_"_J _
-" - A,,(F,(z»

z (z) = !{~(,YJ'o(') a A,,(F,,(z»
" A,,(Fo(z»

for the large value of A" (z) we reject the Null Hypothesis. The log-Likelihood
Function is given by

log A." (z) = 10gAJ;,"YJ'o") = nF,,(z) log(;~ ~;>+ n(l- F,,(z» log(: =;~~;>.
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Table 2 shows the power of the empirical version of the Anderson-Darling test in
the same situation as above. In Table 2, the Power of the empirical version of the
Anderson-Darling Test in the same situation is stimulated.

Table I shows the result of simulations for Tn' For :jllY candidate K we see that
the Power of Test grows when the sample size increases and the Powers converge
to I very fast. On the other hand, the Power of the new test is always greater than
the Power of Anderson-Darling Test. When we set (T],B) = (1.5,1.5) and K:-; 0.3
the Power of Anderson-Darling Test is greater than our test.

We generate la' observations from a Beta Distribution, say,p(l],B). Consider
the P(I,I) as the true (data generate) density. As F;,O, we consider the Beta
Distributions with Parameters as (T],B) = (1.5,1.5),(.8,.8),(.6,.6),(1.1,0.8) and
;: =0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, I, 1.2, 1.4. For all of tests we set a = 0.05 as the level of
test. At this given level the critical values of the tests are simulated independently.

'1,li
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The other test of this type may be construct by the Weight Function as

dw(F (z) F (z» =1 F" (z) 1- F" (z) dF (z)
y " ' 0 2Fo(z)I-Fo(z) n '

which introduce a new test, say K", where

K = r 10 'A";,',YFoi')d(w(z»= r 10 A";,"YFo,,)~{F,,(z)I-F,'(Z)}-"'d(F(z»
" Jp g Jp g 2 Fo(z) I-Fo(z) "

After simplification Kn is given by

K - I I ~I A'n"Y'o"){F,,(z) I-F"(z)}_,,, -
n --- Log -------

2ni.. Fo(z)I-Fo(z)

~ I{F" (X'i» logF"(Xli) + (1- F, (X'i» log{l- F,(X'i»)} }{F,,(X,,) )(1- F"(X'i»)r'''. (4.3)
2 ,.. FO(Xii)) I-Fo(X",) Fo(X,,)(l-Fo(X'i')

By this Weight Function, our test has a good Power, but for some == the Power of
this test is lower than Anderson-Darling (Table 4). On the other hand, always our
test is more powerful than X2 test. The Power of X2 test for some value of ('I,B)
is given in Table 5.

4.2 Composite Hyopthesis: In Composite case, we are testing the Goodness of Fit
for a Family of Distributions. To Goodness of Test in (1.2) our test Function will
be
T,,, = 2~ I{logA'n"YF";lin) {Fn (z)(I- Fn (z)rJ..'

n ;=1

i~: F,(X.,,) )- F,(X,,)) -h
-L..{F;,(X'i') log • +(I-F,(X,,))log • }{F,(X(i))(l-F,(X",)} (4.4)
,., Fo(X,,,;B,) I-Fo(X(i);B,)

And

This test is more powerful than the Anderson-Darling Test when we set
('I, B) = (0.6,0.6),or(1.l,0.8). When we choose ('I, B) = (0.8,0.8) our test is the
same as the Anderson-Darling Test. But for ('I,B) = (1.5,1.5) our test has a
Power which is a little (about 0.1) lower then the Anderson-Darling Test. see
Table 3.
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Then Tn is given by

T" = 2~ I{logA"~,XlnY'O'X'i)) {Fn (X(i) )(1- Fn(X(i)r"'} =
n i=)

f. F,,(X,,) I-F,,(X,,)) --h
2LY;;,(X",)log--+ (1- F,,(X.,)log---}{F,,(X,,)(I- F,,(X,,))} . (4.1)
i.' F,(X",) 1- Fa(X,,) .

Now we consider a simple Weight as IIf(Fn(z),FO(z» = 2dFn, which gives Tn as
empiric version of the Likelihood Ratio statistic, thus

En = 1 [nFn(z)logtn(z»+n(I-Fn(z»log(I-F,,(z»]d(2Fn(z»=
p Fo(z) I-Fo(z)

n F(X) I-F(X)
I2{Fn (X(i)log( n (i) )+(I-Fn(X,i»)log( n (i)} =
i.. Fo(X,n) I-Fo(X(i)

~ Fn(X,n) I-F,(X'i»
2L,)F"(X(i»log( )+(I-Fn(X(i))log(---)}. (4.2)
i.. FO(X(i) I-Fo(X(n)

I
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K = L!...fl A"~I'YF(,;iJni{ Fn(z) 1-F,,(z) }-r. =
In" ~ OR ...,.,

2 n i~1 F(z;Bn) 1- F(z;Bn)
1 ", F (X ) 1- F (X ) F (X )(1- F (X )
- "{F (X )1 "1'1 (I-F (X )1 { "('I){ "1'1 ,,',' "[;(45)L.,; n (i) og .. + n fi) og .. .. A J •

2 i-' Fo(XI<I;O") 1- FO(Xli);O,) FO(X'il;O,)(l- Fo(Xul;O,)

f' Bin(l F(z ))I H, I max PH {exp L.1og . ' ",ax ~exp(nl)} $;
F(=/Iwx) OZmax i=] Bln(I,FO(zmux))

f'1 Bin(l,F(z",ax))
exp L. og .

IHII max E
Ho

{ i~1 Bm(l,Fo(zmax))}= (byMarkovin equality)
F(zmax) 1"1(1.1 exp(nt)

5. Bahadur Efficiency of Proposed Test.

Considering a case when If(Fn(z),FO(z)) = Fn(z) we define a test statistic as .

$;1 H" I max PH {exp Ilog Bin(l,F(z",ax)) >exp(nt)} =
max F(zmQx) Dzmax i=1 Bln(l,FO(ZmClx))"

I I]

II

I
I

I~'!
iii
I', fi

'Ii 'I" ,
:~~;

ili'

ilii

(iff) F(z) '* Fo(z) (under H,.)

Thus

.!. IlogA';P'a"1 ~EHIKL(Bin(l,F(Y)),Bin(l,Fo(Y)))
n '

2 I--logPfl (-S"? I ~ infEH,KL(Bin(l,F(Y)),Bin(l,Fo(Y)))
nOn HO

Bahadur (1967) showed that the other part of inequality for all of tests is right,
then

-~logP,1 (.!.S" ?I) = 2infEH,KL(Bin(l,F(Y)),Bin(1,Fo(Y)))'
nOn HO

so

-~IOgPH (.!..S" ~1)?21- 210glH,I
nOn n

we know that

IlnlogA;P"o") = .!..(IogA"~") _logA'o"l) =
n

.!..(IogA'"'" _logA"a"l) + .!..(log AF;,I'l-logN'I'i)
n n
_ 1..f1 Bin(l,F(z)) 1 (I' AF I', (I AFI'l) n E I Bin(l,F(z)) (0) 2 '-- L. og . +- og " - og ~ HI' og . + x =
n i~' Bzn(l,Fo(z)) n . Bm(l,Fo(z)) :1

KL{Bin(l,F(z)),Bin(l,Fo(z))) a.s under HI,' i

IH I I ~ax exp(-nl)E
Ho

, {rl Bin(l,F(z",o,))} =
} (-maxJ max ;=1 Bln(1,FO(zmax»

IH I exp(-nl){E Bin(l,lf.{z,w,))}" =
I .~ax HO:'

, I'",axi "'oxBm(l,FO(zma,))
IHI I max exp(-nl){IBin(l,Fo(z",ax))}" SiHI I exp(-nt)

!-<=maxJ

.'1SII = - I IogAFn(ZjYFo(Zi)

n ziEAi

PH {.!.IOgJ\"I'YFol'l ~ I} $; I PH {.!.Ilog B~n(l,F(z",,,xl) ~ I} (*)
oZlI/n.r n max H OZmax n i=[ Bln(l,Fo(z xl)

I: -max

similar to 4.1 and 4.3.
We assume that Y has a Normal Distribution, say N (fl,(T') with B = (fl,(T')

unknown. We can estimate e bye, = (Y, ,S;), the mean and sample variance.

Then T", and K,,, will be applied to test the Goodness of Fit Test for normality.
For Power study, we verify the Power for
H0, : Y : N (fl, (T' r
against
H" : Y: N (a+ jL,b(j-')

where a E P and b E P +. The Power of this test for == = 0.1,0.5, 1,1.4, a = 0.3

and b = I using Tn, and K"" are given in Tables 6 and 7 respectively. As we see
these tests have a good Power to choose a Model to describe the data at hand.

then

PH (.!..S" ~1)=PnH {.!..(.!..IlogAF;,I'YFa('I)~I}
o n 0: n n ::

:0 PH {.!..!. n(rnax log AF~('YFa('l) ~ t} =
011110.\ n n ;

:" :

I 'I '"

Ii'
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H" : Y: N (a+ jL,b(j-')

where a E P and b E P +. The Power of this test for == = 0.1,0.5, 1,1.4, a = 0.3

and b = I using Tn, and K"" are given in Tables 6 and 7 respectively. As we see
these tests have a good Power to choose a Model to describe the data at hand.
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6. Cooclusioo

The inequality which namely (*) is correct because

1I AF,,(,YFOi'l < I f'1 Bin(I,F(zmax)- og, _ sup - L... og . .
n max F,H,ni., Bm(l,FO(zmaJ)
So the Bahadur Efficiency is achieved.

The Goodness of Fit Tests are used for verifying whether or not the experimental
data come from the postulated model. In this direction,one must decide if
theoretical and experimental Distributions are the same. Then,Goodness of Fit is a
Hypothesis testing problem and the problem is concerned with the choice of one
of the Alternative Hypothesis. This problem contained the Parameters or not, In
this work, we consider a simple situation where the Distribution Function is
completely known, and also the Composite case. We have introduced an approach
which is known to all statisticians, the Likelihood Ratio approach to Hypothesis
testing problem. For simple situation, the family which we consider to simulation
study is a simple family, but sensitive to choice of Parameter. This family is U-
shaped if both of its Parameters (",B) are less than one, is J-shaped if
(,,-I)(B-I) < 0, and is otherwise Unimodal. In the case (TJ=I, 11=1), this
distribution is Uniform Distribution on (0, I). This sensibility to Parameters lets
us verify our test to various situations. For Composite situation, we consider
Location-Scale Family as Normal Family. Development of this approach to a
Weight Function which could be morepowerful than Anderson-Darling Test.for
any K is our idea. On the other hand, we showed that a member of this kin'd of
tests is efficient in Bahadur sense.
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Some POll'CI/U/ Simple and CompositeGoodness of Fit res/Based on VIr 27
alld related Bahadur Efficiency

Table 2: Power computation ofHo: F(.) = ~(l,I) against HI: F(.) = ~(TJ,II)at level
u= 0.05 for (TJ,II)= (1.5,1.5), (0.8,0.8), (0.6,0.6), (1.1,0.8) based onAnderson-
Darling Test

Table 3: Power computation of Ho: F(.) = ~(1, I) against HI: F(.) = ~(TJ,II)at level
a= 0.05 for (11,11)= (1.5,1.5), (0.8,0.8), (0.6,0.6), (1.1,0.8) using test function En

Table I: Power computations ofHo: F(.) = ~(I, I) against HI: F(.) = ~(TJ,II)at level
u= 0.05 for (1"],11)= (1.5.1.5) using test function Tn

(TJ,O) 0-50 0-70 0-100 0=120 0=150 0=200 0-250

(1.5,1.5) 0.302 0.395 0.622 0.640 0.829 0.933 0.975
(0.8,0.8) 0.041 0.082 0.104 0.109 0.129 0.212 0.297
(0.6,0.6) 0.261 0.393 0.570 0.690 0.889 0.955 0.992
(1.1,0.8) 0.495 0.638 0.782 0.849 0.906 0.964 0.980

. (11,11) 0=50 0=70 0=100 0=120 n=150 0=200 0-250
(1.5,1.5) 0.083 0.166 0.254 0.420 0.566 0.747 0.894
(0.8,0.8) 0.146 0.176 0.210 0.241 0.256 0.339 0.447
(0.6,0.6) 0.580 0.725 0.876 0.922 0.973 0.995 0.999
(1.1,0.8) 0.506 0.646 0.704 0.844 0.923 0.978 0.993

K 0-50 0-70 0-100 0=120 0=150 0-200 0-250
0.1 0.137 0.251 0.485 0.557 0.702 0.890 0.957
0.3 0.257 0.446 0.597 0.706 0.825 0.947 0.984
0.5 0.322 0.475 0.664 0.776 0.888 0.972 0.993
0.7 0.333 0.568 0.684 0.780 0.911 0.973 0.994
1.0 0.398 0.610 0.729 0.827 0.915 0.970 0.995
i.2 0.413 0.570 0.742 0.824 0.912 0.975 0.991
1.4 0.438 0.606 0.785 0.829 0.910 0.955 0.987
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Table 4: Power computation of Ho: F(.) = ~(1,1) against HI: F(.) = ~(TJ,II)at level
a= 0.05 for (TJ,II)= (1.5,1.5) using test function K-n

K 0-50 0-70 0=100 0=120 0=150 0=200 0-250
0.1 0.196 0.300 0.423 0.496 0.712 0.887 0.945

_ 0.3 0.247 0.355 0.526 0.640 0.727 0.896 0.976
_ 0.5 0.275 0.428 0.590 0.686 . 0.806 0.910 0.962
_0.7 0.342 0.441 0.633 0.696 0.827 0.938 0.982

'--- 1.0 0.352 0.502 0.674 0.755 0.870 0.945 0.983
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Table 5: Power computation of Ho: F(.) = PO,I) against HI: F(.) = P(T],8) at level
u= 0.05 for (T],8) = (1.5,1.5), (0.8,0.8), (0.6,0.6), (1.1,0.8) based on X' test
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A Hybrid Group Acceptance Sampling Plan for Lifetimes Having
Generalized Pareto Distribution
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Abstract

In this paper, a Hybrid Group Acceptance Sampling Plan (HGASP) is proposed
for a Truncated Life Test if lifetimes of the items follow the Generalized Pareto
Distribution. The Designed Parameters such as minimum number of testers and
acceptance number are found when the Consumer's Risk, test termination time
and Group.Size are pre-specified. The Operating Characteristic values, minimum
ratios of the true average (mean) life for the given Producer's Risk are also
determined. A comparative study of conventional plan and existing plan is
elaborated.
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1. Introduction

An Acceptance Sampling is a scheme, which consists of sampling, observation
and inference in determining the acceptance or rejection of a lot of items
submitted by the vendor. It is very important and useful tool if the quality of an
item is explained by its lifetime. It has been an important decision to choose an
appropriate Probability Distribution in describing the lifetime of the testing items.
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(1.1)

For the existence of mean and variance, we assume the following conditions
namely, a > 1/J and a> 2/ J respectively.

2, Hybrid Group Acceptance Sampling Plans (HGASP)

Consider fI denotes the true mean life and flo represents the specified mean life
of an item which follows Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD). It is wished to
propose a HGASP if the true mean life is higher than the specified mean life i.e.
H, = fI > flo' The HGASP also develop the mutual agreement of the both
Producer's and the Consumer's Risk. The chance of rejecting a good item is the
Producer's risk whereas the chance of accepting a bad item is called the
Consumer's risk denoting by rand f3 respectively. Now, we propose the HGASP

followed by Truncated Life Tests:
Step 1: Find the number of testers or' and allocate the Or' items to each pre-
specified 'g' groups. The required sample size for a lot in the Truncated Life Test
15 n = gr.
Step 2: Specify the acceptance number 'c' for every group and the termination

time 10,
Slep 3: Terminate the experiment and reject the lot if more than 'c' failures are
found in each group.

If I' = I , the proposed HGASP convert to the ordinary Acceptance Sampling Plan
and we can say that the proposed HGASP is an extension of the ordinary plans
available in the literature. Our concern is to find the number of testers 'r', required'
for Generalized Pareto Distribution and different values of acceptance number 'c'
whereas the number of groups' g' and the test truncation time 10 are considered to
be pre-specified. For convenience, we will consider that the test termination time
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, p'0' =

The selection of a Moderate Life Test Sampling Plan is a crucial decision because
a good plan not only can help producer but is also very necessary for the
consumer. Acceptance Sampling Plan is used when testing is destructive;
examining every item is not possible and large number of items are inspected in a
short interval of time, In an ordinary Acceptance Sampling Plan, it is assumed
that a single item is observed in a tester but in practice more than one item can be
examined by the availability of the testers. The items put in a tester can be
considered as a group and the number of items in a group is called Group Size.
Any Acceptance Sampling Plan which follows such type of pattern is called
Group Acceptance Sampling Plan (GASP). The technique of obtaining minimum
number of testers for a specified number of groups is called Hybrid Group
Acceptance Sampling Plan (HGASP).

An ordinary Acceptance Sampling Plan based on Truncated Life Test for a variety
of Lifetime Distributions were developed by Baklizi (2003), Balakrishnan et al.
(2007), Epstein (1954), Kantam et al. (2006), Rosaiah et al. (2008) and Tsai and
Wu (2006). More recently, Aslam et al. (2010b), Aslam et al. (2010c), Aslam and
lun (2009), Mughal (201Ia), Mughal et al. (2010), Mughal et al. (201Ib), Mughal
et al. (201Ic), and Rao (2011) have developed the Group Acceptance Sampling
Plan based on Truncated Life Test. The objective of this study is to develop a
Hybrid Group Acceptance Sampling Plan (HGASP) based on Truncated Life Test
when the lifetime of an item follows the Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD) .
introduced by Abd Elfattah et al. (2007). The Probability Density Function (p.d. [.)
and Cumulative Distribution Function (c.d.f.) ofGPD are given respectively

,-I [ .] -(a+l)Ja (-A I-A
!(t;a,p,A,J)=p( p) 1+(p)
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where A < ( < co, p > 0, a> 0, J> 0, A is the Location Parameter, f3 is the Scale
Parameter and (a ,J) are Shape Parameters.

F(t:a.p,A,J)= 1-[I+c~Arr (1.2)
Aslam et al. (2010a) studied Group Acceptance Sampling Plan based on
Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD). The mean and variance of GPO are
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Here we considered only the case when A = O,a = 13= 2, so under these
restrictions

where 'p' is the probability that a bad item is selected in the experimental time
and the probability 'p' for the Generalized Pareto Distribution with
), = 0,a = 2 and D = 2 is given by

1(3/2)1(3/2) +0 = 13 (tr/4)
p=f3 1(2)

13 =4(p/tr)

as a multiple of the specified value of fJowhich is written as 10 = ufJo' The lot
Acceptance Probability for the proposed HGASP is given by

L(P)=[t(~'Jp;(l-P),-;]g (2.1)
leO I

The producer can be concerned in enlarging the quality level of an item so that the
Acceptance Probability should be higher than the pre-assumed level. When the
Producer's Risk is given, the minimum ratio ~/ fJo)can be found by solving the
following inequality (2.4),
L(p,)~I-y (2.4)

On the other hand, Operating Characteristic (OC) involves a system of principles,
techniques and their purpose is to construct decision rules to accept or reject the
lot through numerically or graphically based on the sample infom1ation. The
Operating Characteristic (OC) curve indicates the Probability of Acceptance for
various levels of submitted lot quality. If the minimum number of testers is found,
one can be delighted to obtain the lot Acceptance Probability when the quality of
an item is highly good. As discussed earlier, an item is assumed to be bad or poor
quality if fJ < fJo' For (a, D) =2, the probabilities of acceptance are showed in
Table 3 based on Equation 3.4 for given Design Parameters. From Table J, we
observe that OC values decreases as quickly as the mean ratio decreases. For
example, when 13' =0.05, g =4, C =2 and a =1 .0, the number of testers required is
r=3. If the true mean lifetime is twice the specified mean lifetime~/ fJo = 2), the
Producer's Risk is approximately y=I-0.6796=0.3204 and y=0.0003 when the
true value of mean is 8 times the specified value.

Table 2 indicates the minimum number of testers for the proposed HGASP for the
Shape Parameters (a,D) = 2. The frequently used values of test termination time
a=0.7, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.5, 2.0, number of groups g = 2(1)9, acceptance number
c=O(l)7and Consumer's Risk /3'=0.25,0.10,0.05,0.01 are given in Table 1.
The selections of the shape of Parameters (a,D) =2 are used for the comparison
purpose.

(2.2)

0'''' -cr

ar( a-~ Jl(I+~ J
(~:Jl(a)p=F(t)= 1-11 +

F(I)= 1-[1 +(1/ f3)'r
Now equation (2.2) should be read as,

p=F(to)= F(UPo)=l-[1 ~(tr:~'oJ}2
The minimum number of testers can be evaluated by assuming the Consumer's
Risk when the true average life equals the specified life ~ = fJo) through the
following inequality (2.3) is satisfied
L(po):S; 13' (2.3)

Tables I shows for the pre-specified number of groups, test termination time,
Consumer's Risk and acceptance number to find the minimum number of testers.

Table 4' shows the mlJ1lmUm ratio for Generalized Pareto Distribution with
(a,D) =2, at the Producer's Risks of y=0.05 based on the Designed Parameters
given in Table 1 and one may see that the mean ratio decreased as the Test
Termination Ratio decreased. For example, when 13' =0.25, g =4, C =2, r =3 and
0=0.8 for determining a Producer's Risk y=0.05 will be increased the true value
of mean fJ to 2.51 times the specified value of fJo'

, ~
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2.1 Example: Suppose that the lifetimes of an item follows the Generalized Pareto
Distribution with (a, 8) =2. It is wished to propose a HGASP if the mean life' is
higher than thespecifiedlife,,lID =1000 hours based ona testing time of 700 hours

and using 4 groups. It is assumed that 13'= 0.05 and c =2, this leads to the test
termination time a=0.7. From Table 2, the. minimum number of testers is r =4.
So, draw a sample of 16 items and allocate 4 items to each of 4 groups. Truncate
the Life Test and reject the lot if more than 2 failures are observed in 700 hours in
each of 4 groups. The OC values for the proposed HGASP (g, r, c, a) = (4,4,.2,
0.7) are as follows:

2 4 6 8 10 12
Pa 0.7683 . 0.9922, 0.9992 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000

This shows that, if the true mean life is 8 times of 1000 hours,the Producer's Risk
is 0.0001. So, a lot of submitted items shall be accepted with probability 0.7683 if
the true mean lifeis 2 times the specified mean life. The Accepting Probability of
submitted lot is increased tip to 0.9999 if the true mean life of an item in a lot is 8
times the specified mean life.' . ,

, , ,

3. Comparative Study

It can be easily observed from Table 5 that proposed HGASP perform better thall
the existing plan developed by Rao (2011). ,.'

We compared the proposed HGASP with the existing HGASP for the Generalized
Pareto Distribution with .Shape Parameters a';' 2,8= 2. From Table 5, we can
see that for specific value of 13' and various values of termination time, the
proposed HGASP provides the less nwnber of testers as compared to the existing
HGASP. So, the proposed HGASP is better than existing HGASP to reach at the
same decision as in existing HGASP with less number of items to be inspected.
At the end, in this research article, a HGASP is developed for the Gereralized.
Pareto Distribution based on Truncated Life Test. The minimum number of
testers, OC values and the minimum ratio of the true mean life to the specified
mean life are found when the other Designed Parameters are pre-assumed.

It is concluded that the proposed HGASP is more economical and beneficial than
the existing HGASP in temlS of minimum sample size, cost, test truncation time
and labor.
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Table I: Group size (g), test termination time (a), Consumer's Risk (ff) and

acceptance number (c)
6* I! c a
0.25 2 0 0.5
0.10 3 1 0.7
0.05 4 2 0.8
0.01 5 3 1.0

6 4 1.2
7 5 1.5
8 6
9 7
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Table 4: Minimum ratio of true avcragc life to specificd lifc for the Produccr's
Risk of 0.05. for Gcneralized Pareto Distribution a = 2, t5 = 2

I'
i

I'.,.

a
6 " c 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.5
0.25 2 0 7.35 7.26 8.3 10.38 12.46 15.57

3 1 2.92 3.07 3.51 4.4 5.29 6.6
4 2 2.35 2.81 2.51 3.13 3.76 4.69
5 3 1.86 2.25 2.06 2.57 3.08 3.86

6 r a 2 4 6 8 10 12
0.25 5 0.5 0.8894 0.9971 0.9997 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000

4 0.7 0.7683 0.9922 0.9992 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000
3 0.8 0.8606 0.9956 0.9996 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000
3 1.0 0.6796 0.9853 0.9984 0.9997 ,0.9999 1.0000
3 1.2 0.4657 0.9627 0.9956 0.9991 0.9998 0.9999
3 1.5 . 0.2081 0.8942 0.9853 0.9969 0.9991 0.9997

0.10 6 0.5 0.8104 0.9945 0.9995 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000
4 0.7 0.7683 0.9922 0.9992 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000
4 0.8 0.6258 0.9838 0.9983 0.9997 0.9999 1.0000
3 1.0 0.6796 0.9853 0.9984 0.9997 0.9999 1.0000
3 1.2 0.4657 0.9627 0.9956 0.9991 0.9998 0.9999
3 1.5 0.2081 0.8942 0.9853 0.9969 0.9991 0.9997

0.05 6 0.5 0.8104 0.9945 0.9995 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000
4 0.7 0.7683 0.9922 0.9992 0.9999 1.0000 1.0000
4 0.8 0.6258 0.9838 0.9983 0.9997 0.9999 1.0000
3 1.0 0.6796 0.9853 0.9984 0.9997 0.9999 1.0000
3 I.2 0.4657 0.9627 0.9956 0.9991 0.9998 0.9999
3 1.5 0.2081 0.8942 0.9853 0.9969 0.9991 0.9997
7 0.5 0.7180 0.9907 0.9991 0.9998 1.0000 1.0000
5 0.7 0.5795 0.9816 0.9981 0.9996 0.9999 1.0000
4 0.8 0.6258 0.9838 0.9983 0.9997 0.9999 1.0000
4 1.0 0.3275 0.9488 0.9940 0.9988 0.9997 0.9999
3 1.2 0.4657 0.9627 0.9956 0.9991 0.9998 0.9999
3 1.5 0.2081 0.8942 0.9853 0.9969 0.9991 0.9997

Table 3:' 'Operating Characteristics values of thc group sampling plan for
Gcncralizcd Pareto Distribution a=2, 8=2, g=4 and c=2

a
8 " c 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.0 I.2 1.5

0.25 2 0 2 I I I I I
3 I 3 2 2 2 2 2
4 2 5 .4 3 3 3 3
5 3 6 5 4 4 4 4
6 4 8 6 6 5 5 5
7 5 10 7 7 6 6 6
8 6 II 8 8 7 7 7
9 7 13 10 10 8 8 8

0.10 2 0 2 2 I I I 1
3 I 4 3 3 2 2 2
4 2 6 4 4 3 3 3
5 3 7 5 5 4 4 4
6 4 9 7 6 5 5 5
7 5 I 1 8 7 6 6 6
8 6 12 9 8 7 7 7
9 7 14 10 9 . 9 8 8

0.05 2 0 3 2 2 1 I 1
3 I 5 3 3 2 2 2
4 2 6 4 4 3 3 3
5 3 8 6 5 4 4 4
6 4 10 7 6 6 5 5
7 5 11 8 7 7 6 6
8 6 13 9 9 8 7 7
9 7 15 11 10 9 8 8

0.01 2 0 4 3 2 2 2 1
3 1 5 4 3 3 2 2
4 2 7 5 4 4 3 3
5 3 9 6 6 5 4 4.
6 4 II 8 7 6 5 5
7 5 13 9 8 7 6 6
8 6 14 10 9 8 7 7
9 7 16 11 10 9 9 8
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3 1.2 0.4657 0.9627 0.9956 0.9991 0.9998 0.9999
3 1.5 0.2081 0.8942 0.9853 0.9969 0.9991 0.9997

Table 3:' 'Operating Characteristics values of thc group sampling plan for
Gcncralizcd Pareto Distribution a=2, 8=2, g=4 and c=2

a
8 " c 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.0 I.2 1.5

0.25 2 0 2 I I I I I
3 I 3 2 2 2 2 2
4 2 5 .4 3 3 3 3
5 3 6 5 4 4 4 4
6 4 8 6 6 5 5 5
7 5 10 7 7 6 6 6
8 6 II 8 8 7 7 7
9 7 13 10 10 8 8 8

0.10 2 0 2 2 I I I 1
3 I 4 3 3 2 2 2
4 2 6 4 4 3 3 3
5 3 7 5 5 4 4 4
6 4 9 7 6 5 5 5
7 5 I 1 8 7 6 6 6
8 6 12 9 8 7 7 7
9 7 14 10 9 . 9 8 8

0.05 2 0 3 2 2 1 I 1
3 I 5 3 3 2 2 2
4 2 6 4 4 3 3 3
5 3 8 6 5 4 4 4
6 4 10 7 6 6 5 5
7 5 11 8 7 7 6 6
8 6 13 9 9 8 7 7
9 7 15 11 10 9 8 8

0.01 2 0 4 3 2 2 2 1
3 1 5 4 3 3 2 2
4 2 7 5 4 4 3 3
5 3 9 6 6 5 4 4.
6 4 II 8 7 6 5 5
7 5 13 9 8 7 6 6
8 6 14 10 9 8 7 7
9 7 16 11 10 9 9 8
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Table 2: Number of testers required for the proposed plan for the Gcncralized
Parcto Distribution a=2. 8=2
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a
(} l! c 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.5

0.25 6 4 1.76 1.93 2.21 2.25 2.7 3.37
.

7 5 1.69 1.73 1.98 2.03 2.44 3.05
8 6 1.53 1.58 1.81 1.88 2.26 2.82
9 7 '1.5 1.66 . 1.89 1.76 2.11 2.64

0.10 2 0 7:35 10:3 8:3 10.38 12.46 15.57
3 1 3.49 . 4.08 4.67 .4.4 . 5.29 6.6
4 2 2.64 2.81 3.2 3.13. 3.76 4.69
5 3 2.08 2.25--c- .2.57 2.57 3.08 3.86
6 4 1.92 2'.22 2.21 2.25 2.7 3:37
7 5 1.81 1.97- 1.98 2.0'3 2.44 . 3.05
8 . 6 1.63 .1.79 . 1.81 .1.88 2.26 2.82
9 7 1.59 1.66 1.68 . 2.1 2.11 2.64

0.05 2 '.0 9.01 10:3 11.76 10.38 12.46 15.57
3 . 1 3.96 4:08 . 4.67 4.4 5.29 6.6
4 2 2.64 2.81 3.2 3.13 3.76 4.69
5 3 . 2.28 ' 2.61 2.57 2.57 . 3.08 3.86
6 .4 . 2:07 2.22 . 2.21 . 2.76 2.7 3.37
7 5 1.81 1.97 . 1.98 2.47 2.44 3.05
8 6 1.73 . 1.79 2.05 2.26 2.26 2.82 .
9' 7 1.67 1.82 1.89 2.1 2.11 2.64 ,

0.01 2 0 10.4 12.61 11.76 14.71 17.66 15.57
3 .1 3.96 4,87 ' 4.67 5.83 5.29 6.6
4 2 ' 2.92 3.3 3.2 4.01 3.76 4.69
5 .. 3 2.46 2.61 2.98 3.21 3.08 3.86
6 4 2.2 2.47 2.54 .2.76 2.7 3:37
7 5 2.03 2.18 2.25 2.47 2.44 3.05
8 6 1.83 1.97 2.05 2.26 2.26 2.82
9 7 1.75 1.82 1.89 2.1 2..52 2.64

Il

A Hybrid Group Acceplance Sampling pianJor Lifetimes Having
Generalized Pareto Distribution

Table 5: Comparisons of sample size (11) when g=7 and c=5.

a I P* Existing Proposed
HGASP HGASP

0.7 .
105 56

0.8 91 49
1.0 0.05. 70. 49
1.2 63 42
1.5 56 42
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Deriving the Efficiency Function for Type I Censored Sample
from Exponential Distribution Using Sup-Entropy

.Omar Abd AI-Rahman Ibrahim Kittaneh'

Abstract

This paper utilizes information theory to quantify Efficiency of Type I Censored
sample drawn from Exponential Distribution and the consequent information loss
due to Censoring. Based on Awad Sup-Entropy, an Efficiency Function for
Censored sample is derived explicitly. The properties of the derived Efficiency
Function are explained as a function of the Exponential Parameter and the
termination time of the experiment. The estimation for the termination time of the
experiment for a given Efficiency is discussed. Furthermore, under certain
Efficiency, the Maximum Likelihood and Interval Estimation for the Exponential
Parameter are also introduced.

Keywords

Entropy, Type I censoring, Type II censoring, Exponential distribution

I. Introduction

It is naturally anticipated that smaller samples contain less information than larger
samples; however, little attempt has been made to quantify the information loss
due to the use of subsamples rather than complete samples.

Information is defined in terms of Probability Density Function f(x) of a given
random variable X and is measured by the differential Entropy as was suggested
by Shannon (1948). The differential Entropy is referred to as the Shannon
Entropy for the case of continuous random variables, namely
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This paper utilizes information theory to quantify Efficiency of Type I Censored
sample drawn from Exponential Distribution and the consequent information loss
due to Censoring. Based on Awad Sup-Entropy, an Efficiency Function for
Censored sample is derived explicitly. The properties of the derived Efficiency
Function are explained as a function of the Exponential Parameter and the
termination time of the experiment. The estimation for the termination time of the
experiment for a given Efficiency is discussed. Furthermore, under certain
Efficiency, the Maximum Likelihood and Interval Estimation for the Exponential
Parameter are also introduced.
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It is naturally anticipated that smaller samples contain less information than larger
samples; however, little attempt has been made to quantify the information loss
due to the use of subsamples rather than complete samples.

Information is defined in terms of Probability Density Function f(x) of a given
random variable X and is measured by the differential Entropy as was suggested
by Shannon (1948). The differential Entropy is referred to as the Shannon
Entropy for the case of continuous random variables, namely
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H(X) = -E(1ogf(X» = -J f(x) log f(x)dx . (1.1)

A couple of papers have discussed the use of Entropy in analysis of Censored
experiments.

\ '

•
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Distribution Using Sup-Entropy

As continuum of the exploration of Awad Sup-Entropy usage, the work presented
here investigates quantifying Efficiency of type I Censored samples from
Exponential Distribution. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
suggests the Efficiency Function based on Sup-Entropy for measuring Efficiency
of type I Censored sample from Exponential Distribution and its corresponding
properties: This section also contains an explicit formula for the termination time
of the experiment as function of both the Exponential Parameter and the
Efficiency. Also the expected number of measurable observations (Censored
sample size) corresponding to a given Efficiency is proposed here. Section 3
discusses the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE) and Confidence Interval for
the Exponential Parameter as functions of the Efficiency based on Sup-Entropy.
Simulation study is presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.(1.2)

Omar Abd AI-Rahman Ibrahim Kittaneh44

Hollander et al. (1987) suggested using Entropy measures for quantifying the
information loss in Censored samples from Discrete Distributions. However, for
Continuous case, Shannon Entropy could become negative. Therefore, the authors
proposed using a variance Entropy measure instead. Ebrahimi and Soofi (1990)
discussed the use of Shannon Entropy for measuring information loss for both the
Maximum Likelihood Estimation and Bayesian Estimation for type 11Censored
Exponential data . .Awad (1987) suggested a modification for Shannon Entropy
(4.1), namely

A(X) = -E(log f(X)), where 0 = supf(X)o x

As opposed to Shannon Entropy (1.1), Awad Sup-Entropy (1.2) or Simply Sup-

Entropy is always non-negative since fe:) ~.l; also it attains zero value if and

only if X is a uniform random variable (which is a non-informative distribution).
Moreover, for the Awad Sup'Entropy, we can also find a complete analogy
between Sup-Entropy for Discrete case and that of Continuous case. For more
information about Awad Sup-Entropy (see Awad, 1987).

Awad and Alawneh (1987) calculated the loss of Entropy when the life time is
assumed to be Truncated Exponentially on [O,t) for the Shannon and the Sup-
Entropy cases. They observed numerically that the loss of Sup-Entropy is always
between zero and one, and also it decreases with an increase in truncation time;
on the other hand, the loss of Shannon Entropy could be negative and could be
more than one.

Some other researchers like Abo-Eleneen (2008), Ng et al. (2004), and Zeng and
Park (2004) used maximum expected Fisher information measure as an optimality
criterion in progressively Censored experiments. Balakrishnan et al. (2008),
basing on Fisher information measure, found that the Optimal Censoring scheme
for some Distributions was that of one-step Censoring. Haj Ahmed and Awad
(20 I0) based. on Sup-Entropy, found that the Optimal Censoring scheme for
Pareto Distribution is also one-step Censoring scheme.

2. Awad Sup-Entropy and Efficiency of Type I Censored Sample

Let us construct the Efficiency Function of the type I Censored sample from
Exponential Distribution using Sup-Entropy (1.2).

We know that in certain types of problems such as life-testing experiments, the
ordered observations may occur naturally. In such cases, a great savings in time
and cost could be realized by terminating the experiment as soon as the first 'r'
ordered observations have occurred rather than waiting for all 'n' failures to
occur. If one terminates the experiment after a fixed time 't', this procedure is
referred to as Type I Censored sampling. In this case the number of observations,
R is a random variable. The probability that a failure occurs before time 't' for
any given trial is p=F(t), where F is the Distribution Function of the assumed life-
time model, so for a random sample of size 'n' the random variable R follows a
Binomial Distribution.
Fonnally, Rc-Bin(n,F(t)) with Probability Density Function

b(r)= = n! [F(i»)'[I-F(t)t'
r!(n - r)! .

Type I Censored sampling is related to the concept of Truncated Distributions.
Consider an ordered random sample X, ,X2 , ••• ,X. from a distribution with
Probability Density Functionf(x) and Cumulative Distribution Function F(x). And
out of 'n' observations in total, we suppose that only 'r' observations occur before

...•
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(2.5)

(2.4)

, .

(2.8)

.~..,.

r, = E(R) = nF(tc) = n(l-e -XC)

The properties of the Efficiency Function (2.4) that are mentioned before
guarantee the uniqueness of the solution of (2.6); moreover, many numerical
techniques such as Newton-Raphson's method will converge to this unique
solution.
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Since 0 $ C(t,B) $1, thus A", $ A","; where equality holds if and only ift ~ 00.
That is, basing on Sup-Entropy, the amount of information in the Censored
sample is less than in the complete sample. Therefore, C(t,B)might be called 'the
expected percentage of information in Censored data with respect to the complete
data'.

From equation (2.8), the estimated number of failures Ts correspondirtg to
efficiency E: could not be an integer; hence it is reasonable to take the floor values
instead.

Let the unique solution of (2.6) be denoted by x" then the termination time
corresponding to E: is given by

XCI, =e (2.7)

For estimation purposes, since the Parameter e would be unknown, then
unfortunately the termination time in (2.7) will be so. However, the number of

failures Ts before ts can be estimated by the expected value of Rat t = t c , thus

To determine the termination time that leads to a given Efficiency I: where
0< E: < I, the solvability of the equation should be discussed.
I-xe-x _e-x = E:, where x = Bt (2.6)

is a Distribution Function defined on the same support of F(t). Also it is
interesting to note that C(t, B) is just the Distribution Function of the first record
value from exp(B); moreover, L(t) is the Survival Function of that Distribution;
but this could not be the general case for all Distributions.

It can be seen that the efficiency C(t, B) is non-negative strictly increasing
function of't' on (O,00)withC(O,8) = 0 and limC(t,B) = I , and hence, C(t,B) itself,~

Theorem 2.1: IfX" X, ,...,X, denote the first r ordered statistics of a random
sample of size n from Exponential Distribution with Parameter8 that is type I
Censored on the right at 't', then
Ac'om = n (2.2)
and

A"" (B) =n(l-e-" -Bte-a) (2.'3)

where Am,,' and Am, denote the Sup-Entropy of the complete and the Censored
samples, respectively.

time 't'~then given R=r. the I"int C'':'~-.: . _ -'~~"J •.•.•.••..,UVII VI lllv"'" valu~,::,

say x"x" ...,x, is given by
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2.2 Efficiency of Type I Censored Sample: Efficiency of a Censoring scheme
based on a given Entropy measure is the ratio of the value of that Entropy in the
Censored scheme to its value in the complete scheme. Accordingly, by theorem
2.] the Efficiency of type I Censored sample from exp(8) based on Awad Sup-
Entropy is given by
C(t,B)=(I-e-" -Bte-")
Also, the relative loss of information due to type I Censoring is given by

A -A
L(t) = mm <c" - J -C(t,8) = e'61(J +Bt)

A."",

r r' ,.
hex,,x, ,...,X, I r) = r'llf(x, lx, < I) = [ , . l' Ilf(x,).

'"' f (/) '"'
Accordingly, the Joint Probability Density Function of X" X, ,...,X, is given by, '
icenl(XI>X2, •."X,)= n. ,(1-F(t)r-'I1f(x,), (2.1)

(n-r). '=J
where the subscript cen I denotes the type I Censoring.

2,1 Aovad Sup-Entropy for Type I Censored Sample: The Probability Density
Function of Exponential Distribution with Parameter (8) is given by
f(x) = tk-", x> 0, 8 > 0, and zero elsewhere.
The Sup-Entropy for both complete and type I Censored samples from exp (8) are
derived through the following theorem.

I.
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(2.5)

(2.4)

, .

(2.8)

.~..,.

r, = E(R) = nF(tc) = n(l-e -XC)

The properties of the Efficiency Function (2.4) that are mentioned before
guarantee the uniqueness of the solution of (2.6); moreover, many numerical
techniques such as Newton-Raphson's method will converge to this unique
solution.
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3. Estimation and Efficiency

In this section, under certain Efficiency, Point and Interval Estimations for Bare
provided. Also an approximation to the termination time of the experiment
corresponding to this Efficiency is given.

For a given Efficiency E: , equation (2.8) provides approximated number of failures
before the termination time ts' while as mentioned before, the suitable
termination time for the experiment to attain this Efficiency is missing. The
previous argument suggests estimating B from the MLE of the type II Censored
sample Likelihood instead.

The Likelihood Function for the type II Censored sample is given by Bain and
Engelhardt (1992).

n' r /1' r
f""" (x, ,x, ,...,x,) -=--' -[1- F(x,))"-'TI f(x,j =---' - e-e ',("-'18' exp( -8I ',)

(11- r)! ;=1 (11- r)' ,=,

if t > x; > 0, 8 > 0, and zero elsewhere.

,'
I

I
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A A

8' 8',X",a" < 8 < ,X",'-a" (3,3)
2r 2r

where X' is the 1OOath Percentile of the Chi-Square Distribution with degrees of
rp .

freedom 'r',
When r = r" the interval (3.3) might be called theE: _efficient Confidence Interval

for 8 .

This result should also hold for Censored samples if the degree of Censoring is
not excessive. Accordingly, from the type II Censored sample, a 100a%
Confidence Interval for e is given by

A A

e X~'I,ctf2 < e < B X~n,l-aI2

2n 2n
where X,: a is the 100ath Percentile of the Chi-Square Distribution with degrees of

freedom 'n'.
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i=1

The MLE in equation (3,1) might be called the E: efficient MLE forB.
By substituting this estimate in equation (2.7), the estimated termination time of
the experiment subject to Efficiency E: is given by

In this section, the performances of the proposed estimators of' e', 'I' and 'r' from
Censored samples are investigated through a Simulation study under different
given values of the Efficiency. The Simulation study is carried out for different
values of the combination (B, II, E:). In this study the Efficiency E: is assumed to be
10%, 50% and 95%, In all these cases we have generated 500 samples of size
11(=10,30 and 50) from an Exponential Distribution with Parameter e(=0.5, I and
10) by using Mathematica 6, and then the average values of the E: -efficient

• A

estimators of 8(=8,), t (= t £ land r(=r,) are calculated and reported in Tables I,
2 and 3 corresponding to E:=(IO%, 50% and 95%) respectively, along with the
ratio (r, / II) are calculated. For the purpose of comparison, the MLE of 8 is

evaluated from each complete sample (=8COM),

It is straightforward to get from Tables I, 2 and 3 that the expected number of

failures ( I~) corresponding to a givcn Efficiency E: is free of; n' and; e', while the

ratio !L- is largely fixed. The variation we find for the values of r, in Table 3 is
II n

4. Simulation Study

(3.1 )

(3.2)
A x,
t c = -::::-

Thus when r = rs; the MLE for8 from the type II Censored sample is given by

8 _ r,,-
"Ix; + (n-rJx,

8,
The termination time in equation (3.1) might be called the E: .efficient termination
time of the experiment.

Johnson and Kotz (1970) showed that for a complete sample of size II, 2nB / 8 is

distributed as Chi-Square with 211degrees of freedom, where 8 is the MLE for 8
from the Complete Likelihood Function and thus a IOOa% Confidence Interval
for 8 is given by
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H" ,j

8, is o rs 8COM
0.661139 1.06362 4(40%) 0.549583
1.41033 0.531812 - 4 1.14126 I I'

12.9098 . - 0.0531812 4 11.113

0.540222.' 1.06362 , 12(40%) - 0511134
1.11408 0.531812 12 1.04358
10.9496 0.0531812 . 12 10.3759

0.523125 1.06362 20(40%) 0.507946
1.0483 0.531812 . 20 1.01725
10.5416 0.0531812 20 10.1956

..
8. i. r!i 8r

'0.573475 3.35669 8(80%) 0.559833
1.16058 1.67835 '8 1.11479
11.457 0.167835 8 11.2766

0.51882 3.35669 24(80%) 0.514965
1.04977 1.67835 24 1.03006
10.542 . 0.167835 _ 24 10.4255

0.518479 3.35669 40(80o/~) 0.514062
1.02486 1.67835 40 1.02222
10.3394 0.167835 40 10.2366

e Efficie1lcy FUI/ctionfor Type I Ceilsored Sample ji'om ExpoJlC!11tial
Distribution Using Sup-Entropy
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due to rounding. In fact, from equations (2.6) and (2.8) we observe that the ratio
--r Table I: Expecte(...£. depends solely on the efficiency, but neither on the complete sample size 'n'

n £=10%
nor on the parameter '8'.

n {

In general, this ratio also depends on the type of the life-time model under 10 O.
consideration. Apart from this, we notice that as the Efficiency E: increases to I

, , II
100%, re converges to 'n', and Be converges to BeoM , accordingly, in this case the

A

30 0termination time of the experiment ( t c) tends to infinity, at least theoretically.
A .

Besides, the proposed estimator of the termination time of the experiment t c is 1
,

free of 'n'. Moreover, it decreases as Be increases and, for a fixed value of 'n', it 50 O .. .
Increases as E: Increases. ]

I
It can be noticed from the Simulation studies that the proposed estimator Be gives

reasonably close estimate for BeoM with moderate and large values of E. This
Table 2: Expect

I E =50%,
means that the Exponential Parameter can be estimated by Be, with reasonable n,

10 0Efficiency, instead of BCOM , if one wants to save time and cost. ,

5. Conclusion 1.
In this paper, a procedure for quantifying the Efficiency of type I Censored 30 0

sample from Exponential Distribution has been presented. Criteria for estimating
1the termination time and the number of failures corresponding to a given

Efficiency have been proposed. Moreover, estimations under certain Efficiency
have also been introduced. 50 0

The work presented here has proved that Sup-Entropy for Censored sample (the I
amount of information in Censored data) is less than Sup-Entropy for complete
sample (the amount of information in complete data), accordingly, Sup-Entropy is
a suitable and convenient tool for measuring the Efficiency of type I Censored
sample from Exponential Distribution.
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Birth'interval analysis is mor~ susceptiliIe'technique"for nie~stiring fertiiity than
other cOllservative methods' of measuring fertility (Rbdi-iguez and Hobcraft 'as' .
citcd in Nath et aI., 2000). Pattern of birth intervais not' only provides pace of
child bearing 'but also chances of transition to higher 'p~rity. In developing"
countries if urgent results are requiredfor fertility consideration then birth interval
analysis is'preferred overiotah:hili:Ii'en ever born' t6\\\om'en'( complefetl pirity)': ,

l'. "1, I)f.' ";.' "'I . ","j , '

Singh et aL'(20 11) had fOUlldth'at infant mortality,' peri6d of breast feeding; use of
contraceptives:' women's 'age ,atmarri~ge;' birth" order ,and gehder'ofprecediiig
child were major birth intervaJdynamics'in Manipur,IIndia. Elni-zinab and Agha"
(2005) explored that current age'of women,' education of women, survi,;al status
of preceding child and maternal age at the time of delivery were responsible for
the postponement of sec0nd child in Iran, Ramesh (2006) had used both open and
closed birth intervals for understanding the dynamics of fertility in Orissa, India
and cOllcluded that effect of various factors on the determination of birth interval'
length varies\vith parity. Kiani and Nazli (l988) had concluded that spacing
behavior of fertility had not shown any change in the marital fertility of Pakistani"
WOlllen.

Pakistan is confronted with the problem' of rapid population' growth which is a' ,
great hindrance to the economic growth. Increase in adolescent population and
reduction in dependency ratio'exhibit that phase of population tranSition has got
started, Pakistan has entered in the early sfage offertility transition from the past
two decades (Ali and Buriro, 2(08). The average ~f more than' six children per
womerihas started to turn down1n late 1980's'(Arnoldand Sultan, 1992; Feeney
and'Alam;2003). The'total fertility rate declined froni 6,0105,4 children in 1992"
96. In the last' decade~ this decline became more rapid' and reaclied '4.1 children
per women in 2006-07 (Ali and Buriro, 2008). But still' it is far away from
rephicement level offertility, In Pakistan, approximately 33% of women had birth
interval less than two years. In spite of Governmental campaigns on family
planning issues for past few years, there is little' contraction in the' length of closed'
birth intervaL Desire for long'biith interval is now increasing in Pakistan(Catalyst.'
Consortium, 2003). In the past, more attention was paid to study the stopping
behavior of fertility while spacing behavior of Pakistani wome'n was ignored.' The
decline in fertility COtlId'very well be due to spacing behavior rather than only due'
to stopping behavior of fertility: There is need to study the factors which 'affect
birth intervals. It will help in understanding the spacing benavioroffertility of
Pakistani women and. identifying the factors which are useful in declining the' .
fertility through long birth intervals, It will also identify the factors which are

,"
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Abstract

Birth interval pattern can be used to draw attention on the significant
characteristics of reproduction and dynamics of fertility transition. The focus of
current paper is to study the effect of socioeconomic, demographic and proximate
deternlinants on the length of birth intervals for Pakistani women. Cox Regression
Model is used for modeling the birth intervals. It is evident from higher order
birth interval models that age of women, preceding birth interval, education of
women and survi val status of preceding child are major df'ternlinants of all birth
intervals. In the Proximate Detenninant Models, period of breastfeeding and age
of women have played significant role in the deternlination of all birth intervals.
Enhancement in women's education, discouraging gender biasness, impro\'ement
in health facilities and promotion of long breastfeeding period can be helpful in
expanding the birth spacing.
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I. Introduction

Fertility analysis is very important for policy makers to get guidance for
population control and also for the evaluation of family planning programs.
Knodel (1987) had presented the idea of three fertility inhibiting behaviors during,
early transitional period of fertility. These are starting, spacing and stopping
behavior of fertility. Intentional long birth spacing limits child bearing and is
known as 'spacing behavior' of fertility.
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Birth'interval analysis is mor~ susceptiliIe'technique"for nie~stiring fertiiity than
other cOllservative methods' of measuring fertility (Rbdi-iguez and Hobcraft 'as' .
citcd in Nath et aI., 2000). Pattern of birth intervais not' only provides pace of
child bearing 'but also chances of transition to higher 'p~rity. In developing"
countries if urgent results are requiredfor fertility consideration then birth interval
analysis is'preferred overiotah:hili:Ii'en ever born' t6\\\om'en'( complefetl pirity)': ,

l'. "1, I)f.' ";.' "'I . ","j , '

Singh et aL'(20 11) had fOUlldth'at infant mortality,' peri6d of breast feeding; use of
contraceptives:' women's 'age ,atmarri~ge;' birth" order ,and gehder'ofprecediiig
child were major birth intervaJdynamics'in Manipur,IIndia. Elni-zinab and Agha"
(2005) explored that current age'of women,' education of women, survi,;al status
of preceding child and maternal age at the time of delivery were responsible for
the postponement of sec0nd child in Iran, Ramesh (2006) had used both open and
closed birth intervals for understanding the dynamics of fertility in Orissa, India
and cOllcluded that effect of various factors on the determination of birth interval'
length varies\vith parity. Kiani and Nazli (l988) had concluded that spacing
behavior of fertility had not shown any change in the marital fertility of Pakistani"
WOlllen.

Pakistan is confronted with the problem' of rapid population' growth which is a' ,
great hindrance to the economic growth. Increase in adolescent population and
reduction in dependency ratio'exhibit that phase of population tranSition has got
started, Pakistan has entered in the early sfage offertility transition from the past
two decades (Ali and Buriro, 2(08). The average ~f more than' six children per
womerihas started to turn down1n late 1980's'(Arnoldand Sultan, 1992; Feeney
and'Alam;2003). The'total fertility rate declined froni 6,0105,4 children in 1992"
96. In the last' decade~ this decline became more rapid' and reaclied '4.1 children
per women in 2006-07 (Ali and Buriro, 2008). But still' it is far away from
rephicement level offertility, In Pakistan, approximately 33% of women had birth
interval less than two years. In spite of Governmental campaigns on family
planning issues for past few years, there is little' contraction in the' length of closed'
birth intervaL Desire for long'biith interval is now increasing in Pakistan(Catalyst.'
Consortium, 2003). In the past, more attention was paid to study the stopping
behavior of fertility while spacing behavior of Pakistani wome'n was ignored.' The
decline in fertility COtlId'very well be due to spacing behavior rather than only due'
to stopping behavior of fertility: There is need to study the factors which 'affect
birth intervals. It will help in understanding the spacing benavioroffertility of
Pakistani women and. identifying the factors which are useful in declining the' .
fertility through long birth intervals, It will also identify the factors which are
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creating ryindwm;e in,long ,1?irth,interY~ls. Pote.ntial factors aml,c{)variates which,
cal),affect qirth ipterval,leljgth are illustrated under.the two broad classes of socip-,

.• . ., . I .,.. . _. ,-". _. _ . . I. . " I' '.. . .

economic/, ,<;\emographical.,. facio,s :and .. biological. ,factors.. (Proximate
, .. , . . ' ~ •- .' .• '. . I., / . . , '.. " ' '.. !. .

Dei~rminimts), Both of t,hese,are elaborate9 und~r separate headings as follows,
_ .... , '. ' .• I . ,I ",_ - _. c.' ," •... . '.

~. . . . • . .' ; . - :. .' . I .. ;

Birth spa<;il).gal).dch,ild survival are,correlated to each other. Death of previous
child shOi'\ens birth interyaL Maitr~ and Pal (2004) named it the phenomenon of. . _- .. .. , . '." ." . .. .

'the child replacel).1enteffect!, The~e is also a,biological reason of sho,rt intervaL
,_ •.•.. . _ . ... _ ,.. , ... .,... . I , .. .

Death, of pr,ecedingchil.d disrupts breas\feeding. Duration of amenorrhea is ,also
reduced ,in this ,case. Both of these, can res\llt in short interval.(Santow, 1987), .- . ,.'. .. , ~., . .' . .. '.'

'. • • j .' ," :. ,,~. J!~",. . ... '•. : :. .,' . _. _ . '. ."... ..'~ . :".'

1.2 Socio-l:cono.mic ..and Dem(Jgraphic Deter,minants of. Birth .Interval:
Womeri's age, educati~n and length of previous interVaJhadgreai effect on 'the
subsequent binh spacing (Rodriguez et aI., 1983). Age at first birth, urban
residence imd sex;of previous' child were taken as predictor for birth inierval by
Rindfuss~i aI, (! 9'83), C~mseqii,e~ces,of Iparitalage on fertility are infl~enced by
biol~iical factors and . ~aturi!y of coupIt:'s behavior towards reproductive

.• .~. I _ •. . .,. I ',. ',' . , . " '

decisions (J(a,llan andUdry, 1986). , '
. . ".,"TI '", ".'.' .' . . . .

Urban ,and .rural attitudes about reproductive decisions may also differ. If social
and, c\lltiir~! nqrms' are one reasop, the others may be awareness arid accesst~ .
health. facilities. Certain' t~ends' are e~pected, for instance, long exclusive
breastf~~ding' in rural area' so. itwidensth,e iI1t~rvaI. Characteristics. of women.
which are potential candidates formodi:ling the birth intervals are maternal age at
first birth, parity, education of women, work status of women and place' of
residence (Birth ~lJ,acing three tq five. saves lives, 200~) ..
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Breastfeeding is widespread irideveloping. countries. Div'ersification is' found 'in
its period and regularity pattern due to clilturalnorms. 'RamaraoetaL (2006) had
enlisted 'many stlidies which had shown wider birth .interVal-due to breastfeeding .
Postpartumanienorrhea (PPA) is. also a biological factor which affects birth
spacing: Its minimuril period may beof m'onth and -rnaxirnum 'rnay exceed over a
year (Sirigh etaI:; 2007). ' " ",'

Inclusion of preceding previous interval ,in .birth interval 'model is criticized
because ifits impact is meaningful thenwhlit about marriage to first birth; intervaL
Purpose of its inclusion is, in fact, to measure the indirect effect of breastfeeding
and contraception on birth spacing. Trussell et aL (1985) had also included this
variable even in the presence of some Proximate Determinants' i.e, breastfeeding
and contraceptive use. Demographers did not think the necessity of previous birth
interVal in the model if data on both coritracepti ve usage and breastfeeding are
available in' surveys (Richards; 1982 as' cited .in,Trussell et 'aI.,"1985), 'But
information on all Proximate Determinants isiidt'available'so their effect 'can be
captured throiighpreviousbirth ih~erVaI. ,'."" .'. . .

"1.2Proximatii Determillants (BiologiCalFactors) 'of Fertility for:BirtJdllterval:
Biological 'factors' which 'contribute :towards fertility are breastfeeding' practice,
deliberate fertility control thro'ugh' contraception,' coital frequency, 'abortions 'and
reproductiveness(Baschieriarid Hinde;' 2007). Davis 'iind 'Blake ,(1956), have
defined somebioiogical and behavioral factors through which social;' economic
arid cultural factors irifluence' fertility, Davis 'and :Blake (1956) had' defined
relationship b'etween socia-economic and' hiological' or intermediate, fertility
variables. 'This relationship is shown in the diagram (Figure 1).. ',. :,

Work staius of women had' shown short iriterval' in some oflhe countries~ On the
either side;Mturi (1991)iind Setiy"Venugopalarid upadhyay (2002) had reported
long interval for employed women, According iothe'tl1eory'ofopporturiity cost it
would be long, 'But if child rearing is 'not conflicting 'with work then'itwouid'not
be long. ' . ' , , . 'i

Quantity/ Quality theory of fertility may also affect spacing behavior siiriilarl'y'as
it affects stopping behavior. Usually birth intervals are expected to be ~hort for
lower income group than higher income' group,Relationship b'etw~enbirth
's'pacingarid'women's occup'ation is'not cle1u-and:quite uncertain (Bavel'and Kok,
200~f ' ',,,",, . ',:" c"

.,
"
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Edl!cationis )inke,d with ,awareness, ,of an individual regarding health and '
. ~ .' .. . - ,- • • ., . . ,. • • . • . 1-

reproduction, Effect of both 'education and age at marriage was found significant'
on 'birth spa~ing (Hir,schri-Jai1a~~Rindfuss; 1980;. ~indfuss. et aL, i983),. Educ~tea .
women may have \ol).gbirth jntel"\(al t,han uneducated wqmen due to delay in

~ - ... '. ..,. - . -. , . ,.... - ,I .. .. ' •.".

mar.riage, ,empl,oyment status,: use, of ,contraceptives and aw;rrenessabout
repro~uciive h~alth. But' Bumpass et aL(1986) had reported short second birth.
interval for women with higher education. Ramarao et aL (2006) had named the
reason of short .interval forhighly educated, women as '.tompressingth~ ch,ild
bearing'.' Educatiop of husband is important factor particularly.in those societies
wh'ere ~oman takes her reprqductive decision with the consent of herhusban(j.
Gencjer composition also influences birth interval (Maitra and Pal, 2004). '

• . . - . I. . ' •. _ ", . .' .• .
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~, '
.Postpart~m abstinence is frequently eXercised in many w~ieties. PeopJe. also
geJi,eyethatsex~al re!a~i~Jls~ip~qu,rin&bJe~stfe~d'il1i'p~;iodpoliu\~s' the;~llk' an.d
is ,harmful for,chil,d ,hea!t)1,(~eg~~~'I-, fQD7).~~tty-Venugopal.and .UpadhY!iY
(2.0.02) ,reported: that postpartum, alrienorrheaa,nd. abstipenc,e both lead to )5jrth
spacing of up to t~o years. ,.... ,. ,. . . ".

regIOn (Punjab, Sindh, NWFP and Baluchistan), education of both spouses,
wealth index, occupation of both spouses, preceding birth interval, gender of
preceding child, and survival status of preceding child. Proximate Deterrninant
Model is fitted on age of women, age of women at marriage, preceding interval,
period of breastfeeding for preceding child, period of amenorrhea for preceding
child and period of abstinence for preceding child.

" .i ',\ ~;' . _. .f , " ~ I ;'" J' , :-" : ". ' ,'.. " . ',-l " . . ; .

,"i,.,.The,.focljslof ,<;l!,rrentpaP9r isto, st~dy .the effect ofsi?<;ioecono,mic. and
. demographic factors' on, the )~ngth: of higher, order birth,irtervi!ls [or

Pakistani women, The analyses provide insight into spacing behavior Of
fertility through parity specific birth interval analyses.

i. ..l: Effect of biologipl :factors: is inYestigateci.by ,rtting separate model on
i : '" , these factors, It,will, helpfql n ,understan<:!jng..whetheL,the .effec;t of these
'.' :"factors'va~ies across'pariti,e's. ;'.. ,', ." " c, ,. .," . . .•

Qbjec~i~e;., ", " '.:

~. • J. . "

, :;.

,~ 1 • •

i: II

;-,.,

It is preferred in this paper to report the results of only higher order birth intervals
(2'''', 3"', 4th and 5th

) to understand the spacing behavior of fertility. Because first
birth interval is most of the times inconsistent and irregular due to cultural norrns
and bans of society (Singh et a!., 1993 as cited in Nath et a!., 2.0.0.0), In Pakistan
there is evidence of not using contraceptives at the start of marriage (PSLM,
2.005-06). A woman has to prove her fecundability so couples start planning the
child soon after marriage irrespective of their education, work status and wealth
index status, Birth interval analysis is carried up to 5th birth because it would
capture most of the birth transition,

2,,Data and Methodology,. '" ". _ (
:1:: ~ .~(:;~',' ,'- 'i'-' '!~' ',".1 k.r, '/.' , .,"',

,U Dllta:.SourceofdatajsPakistaIlpelTIographic anll,HealthSurv6y which was
conducted in 2DD5-D6.1.'wo Stage',StratifiedS,ampl,e Desjgn was uS,ed{orseleciion
of ,sample: . One thousalld .SaIIIple.' points were, ch,os~ni u~iIlg .Probability
Proportional to Size Sampling from ruraJandurb~ stratum, Di,stributi9n of 10,0.0
sample points was given as: Punjab (44.0), Sindh (26.0), NWFP (ISO), Baluch\stan
(IDD),. and F:edera}ly 'Administere.d::rribal.j~.(eas),(2D) ..From ,these JODD.sample
point.s, 'II .0,5' ,households,. were',chosen with t,he, help ",?f, Systematic,,~~,n40lTI
Sampling from,:each sample, poi!]!. T;en.hqusehqlds ,~ere:ch\>sen from .these 1.0,5
,households using Systematic Random, Sa,mpling Jor womer) 'reproductive, history
related questionnaire. Information .about rep'rodl,lctive h\l?It,h, c incl\\ding ,birth
histories 'data was'collecte<:! from 1.0.023 women of agd5-49.Birth'histQf)' data
include twenty en}ries, one for each birth. 'Preceding birth intt<ryal'is calc~iated,as
the difference in months,b~tween the current birth and th\l ,pr,eviousbirth. " : , '

Birth int~rval for higher. or<:!er.births is:defin\ldas.time ,,~iIJC~IJreviol,ls.bjrth
(Woldemicael" 2DDS)., All ,birth. iIlteI:Yals,are, clq~,e<j.,J3irth in,terv\ll .mo<;lels..are
fitted parity-wise.i"e. mo<:!els,for~~con<:!, ..third" fourth' and. fifth l;Jirth~... It is
assumed.that Pi\ttem of transition above parity iiv,e is'sam\l,. For socio,"~con()Pli~
model", data :is not, truncated., Eaylo~s', and co,variates, u,se<;l, for., .i!!1alysis.of
socioeconomic m'odel are current age of women, age of ,women at, marri,?ge,

Inforrnation about the period of breastfeeding, amenorrhea and abstinence is
available only for births from January 2.0.01 till the date of survey, That is why
Proximate Deterrninant Model is fitted only for births after January 2.0.01.

"
2.2 Methods: Detail about methods is given as follows;

2.2,1 Product Limit Survivorship Function: Chakraborty et a!. (1996) had used
Product Limit Survivorship Function to study the differential pattern of birth
intervals in Bangladesh. The Product Limit Estimates provide better estimates
than life table analysis, The Product Limit Estimate of the Survival Function
(Kaplan and Meier, 1955) is defined as

S(t,) = IT (l-~)
/-=1 nj

Chakraborty et a!. (1996) had defined the ternlS in Product Limit Survivorship
according to birth interval analysis as follows.
dj = number of women having births at time tj.
nj= number of women just prior to time tj exposed to the risk of having birth,
Ij= time since the previous birth of a child to that woman.

2.2.2 Log-Rank Test: It is used to compare Survival Distribution of various
categories of factors (Nathan, 1966). For the two groups, Hypotheses are given as

I
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"
2.2 Methods: Detail about methods is given as follows;

2.2,1 Product Limit Survivorship Function: Chakraborty et a!. (1996) had used
Product Limit Survivorship Function to study the differential pattern of birth
intervals in Bangladesh. The Product Limit Estimates provide better estimates
than life table analysis, The Product Limit Estimate of the Survival Function
(Kaplan and Meier, 1955) is defined as

S(t,) = IT (l-~)
/-=1 nj

Chakraborty et a!. (1996) had defined the ternlS in Product Limit Survivorship
according to birth interval analysis as follows.
dj = number of women having births at time tj.
nj= number of women just prior to time tj exposed to the risk of having birth,
Ij= time since the previous birth of a child to that woman.

2.2.2 Log-Rank Test: It is used to compare Survival Distribution of various
categories of factors (Nathan, 1966). For the two groups, Hypotheses are given as
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3. Results

3.1 Non-Parametric Analysis (Kaplan-Meier Product Limit Estimate of Survival
Time): Kaplan-Meier average survival time is given in Table 2. This will help in
understanding the average length of birth intervals among various categories of
factors and covariates. Average birth interval increases consistently with the age
of women for all parties. The average birth interval length for Bangali women of
more than 35 years of age was approximately 18 months for higher order birth
intervals (Chakraborty et aI., 1996).

In descriptive analysis average length for all birth intervals is computed. Second
birth interval is the shortest among all birth intervals (Table 1). Length of second
birth interval is approximately 28 months. Marginal difference is observed in the
length of third, fourth and fifth birth interval length. The average length of these
birth intervals is one month more than average length of second birth interval. It
means birth spacing behavior of Pakistani women is almost same for different
parities.
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(2.2)

Determinants of Higher Order Birth Intervals in Pakistan

Average birth interval is short for the women getting married after the age of
twenty five. For second birth interval, there is absolute decline with the increase
in age at marriage. Consistent increase in the length of birth interval for age and
marital duration was also observed for Jordan (Youssef, 2005). Marginal
difference in the length of birth interval is observed for the women belonging to
different regions of Pakistan. Women belonging to Punjab and NWFP have short
second and third birth intervals than BalDchi and Sindhi women. Minimum
average birth interval for fourth birth is for the women belonging to NWFP. Up to
parity four, Balochi women have longest birth interval as compared to other
provinces. For fifth birth, Balochi women have minimum birth interval as

h(l, X) = ho(t ).eh'x (2.1)

where b = (b"b" .....br) are regression coefficients. Simplifying (2.1) generates a

Regression Model
h(l)log-- = b,x",+b,x, + +b x '
"0(1) • -' p P'

Proportionality assumption is essential to be verified prior to the application of
Cox Regression Model. Non-Proportional Hazard Model is recommended in case
of violation of assumption. Proportionality assumption is also related to the nature
of covariates used in the Hazard Models.

1

Ho :S,(I)= S,(I)
H, :S, (I) > ,S, (I)

Khan and Raeside (1998) had used Log-Rank Test to compare Survival
Distribution across various categories of factors for the determinants of first and
subsequent births in urban and rural areas of Bangladesh. All above measures are
based on duration only. If research question is to investigate the determinants of
birth interval, then Cox Proportional Regression Model is used.

2.2.3 Cox Regression Model: Cox Regression Model (Cox, 1972) is used to study
the effect of factors and covariates or birth interval lengths. In demo graphical
studies, Life Table technique was very popular to analyze birth intervals. It
becomes quite difficult when purpose is to investigate effect of covariates on the
birth interval. Cox Regression Model can be used efficiently to model birth
interval with biological and socio-economic covariates (Richards, 1982 as cited in
Trussell et aI., 1985 and Rodriguez et aI., 1983). Reason for preferring Hazard
Model over Multiple Linear Regression and other models for categorical data is,
its uniqueness for handling Censored observations. Many demographers had used
Cox Regression Model for birth interval analysis particularly when exact Survival
Time Distribution is unknown (Eini-Zinab and Agha, 2005; Hemochandra et aI.,
2010; Suwal, 2001 and Trussell et aI., 1985). Its use in birth interval analysis
determines the risk of having a birth.

Cox Regression Model is also called Duration Model. It assumes that ratio of the
Hazard Function is constant (proportional) for two subjects. The Hazard Fun9tion
for set of regressors X = (x"x" ,xp)' is defined as .

h(l, X" x" , X p) = h" (t).g(x, ,x" , xp)
h(l,X) = h,,(I).g(X)
where ho (I) is Hazard Function when all covariates are ignored. If g(X) = I , it is
called baseline Hazard function. Hazard Ratio of two individuals with different
factors or covariates X, and X, is defined as
h(I,X,) ho(l).g(X,) g(X,)----- ---
"(l,X,) h,,(I).g(X,) g(X,)

It is Proportional Hazard Ratio. If g(X) = eb'x then Hazard Function is given as

"
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compared to their counterparts in other regions. After parity two length of birth
interval is longer for urban women as compared to the rural women. Average
interval for rural and urban women of Bangladesh was almost the same i.e.
approximately three years (Chakraborty et aI., 1996). After parity three consistent
increase is found in the length of birth interval with an increase in the educational
level of women. Difference of three months was observed in average birth
interval between illiterate and highly educated women in Bangladesh
(Chakraborty et aI., 1996). In Jordan uneducated women had two months shorter
birth interval than educated women (Youssef, 2005). Length of interval is
consistently more for the women whose husbands are educated beyond primary
level. Husband with no fonml education had highest average birth interval length
in Jordan (Youssef, 2005).

Women belonging to poor and poorest wealth quintile 'have longer second birth
interval. Apart from parity two women belonging to the highest wealth index have
at least three months longer birth interval as compared to those belonging to lower
categories of wealth index. Women belonging to higher category of income had at
least 21 months shorter birth interval as compared to women who belonged to
lowest income group in Jordan (Youssef, 2005).

Birth interval length is not consistent for different paqtIes among different.
occupational categories of women. Only one common finding is that mostly (for
second, third and fifth birth intervals) longest birth interval length for different
parities is for manual worker. Fourth birth interval is longest for professional
women. Women whose husbands belong to professional occupation group have
comparatively long third, fourth and fifth birth interval as compared to the other
occupational categories. Youssef (2005) had also found that in Jordan
professional husbands' had longer birth interval than other categories of
occupation.

Women whose husbands do not work have shown short interval for third and
fourth birth intervals. There is, on the average, one month contraction in the birth'
interval length of next birth if preceding child is girl. Similarly in Bangladesh
average birth interval was found to be one month shorter if preceding birth was
girl (Chakraborty et aI., 1996).

Death of preceding child has great effect on birth spacing. The average birth
interval for next birth is declined by at least four months in such cases. Decline of

fourteen months was observed in average birth interval due to death of preceding
child in Bangladesh (Chakraborty et aI., 1996). In Jordan, decline of five months
was found (Youssef, 2005). Increasing trend is observed in birth interval length
with an increase in the preceding birth interval, duration of breastfeeding,
amenorrhea or abstinence. The maximum difference in average birth interval
length is observed for the breastfeeding factor. Women who breast feed their child
have at least five months longer next birth interval than those who do not. In
Jordan those who breast feed the child had four months longer birth interval than
those who did not (Youssef, 2005).

By comparing difference in average birth interval length, it is found that for
Pakistani women, major contribution in the length of birth intervals is due to
biological factors and child mortality (death of preceding child).

3.2 Log-Rallk Test: There is significant variations in the failure time (occurrence
of birth) of different categories for age of woman, education of woman, education
of husband, wealth index, preceding birth interval, survival status of preceding
child and period of breastfeeding for all parities (Table 3). It means significant
variability exists between birth intervals among various categories of these
factors. Gender of preceding child and period of amenorrhea have significant
variation among their categories up to fourth birth whereas region, age at
marriage, occupation of woman, occupation of husband and period of abstinence
do not have significant variation among their categories for all parities. Log-Rank
Test for second and third birth intervaf had shown significant difference among
various categories of gender of preceding consecutive births and household
income (Nath et aI., 2000). Khan and Raeside (1998) had concluded that long
rank test for higher order births had shown consistently significant difference
among various categories of factors in both urban and rural areas like age at first
birth, education of both spouses and death of preceding child in Bangladesh.
Women's work status, region of residence and sex of preceding child had shown
significant variation among different categories in rural areas (Khan and Raeside,
1998).

Direction and magnitude of individual factor on birth interval length is studied
through Multivariate analysis. Some factors are observed to behave differently in
the Multivariate analysis. In Multivariate analyses, when the remaining factors are
controlled some factors which were significant in Univariate analyses, became
insignificant.
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3.3 Multivariate Analysis (Cox Regression Model for Socio-economic and
Demographic Determinants of Birth Intervals): After fulfillment of all
assumptions (proportionality, linearity of covariates, detection of outliers and
multicollinarity) required for Cox Hazard Model, Multivariate analysis is carried
out. Table 4 shows results of subsequent birth interval. All factors and covariates
are taken as fixed for this model.

The increase in woman's age is significantly positively associated with birth
spacing for all higher order births (2nd

, 3'd, 4th and 5th
). It not only measures

fecundability but also accounts for effect of those Proximate Determinants of
fertility which cannot be measured (Bumpass et aI., 1986 as cited in Chakrebgny
et aI., 1996), The effect of increase in women's age at marriage on birth spacing
has negative impact i,e. short interval. Increase in age of women has resulted in
significantly short second and third birth intervals, For higher order parities, its
effect becomes weak.

Long preceding birth interval has resulted in significantly long third, fourth and
fifth birth intervals, Preceding interval is used as a substitute for factors whose
direct effect is difficult to capture such as effectiveness of family planning
methods, breastfeeding patterns, coital frequency and fecundity (Trussell et aI:,
1985), Trussell et al. (1985) had reported positive relationship between preceding
and subsequent birth intervals for Malaysia and Philippines, In the present
analyses, preceding birth interval is included to capture indirect effect of those
factors which are unavailable. Strong effect of preceding interval shows that it has
successfully captured the effect of those biological factors.

Significant determinants of second birth interval are age of woman, age at
marriage, region, residence, educati<;m of woman, gender of first child and
survival status of first child. Third birth interval is significantly determined by age
of woman, age at marriage, preceding birth interval, region (Punjab), education of
woman, wealth index (poorest, middle) and survival status of second child, In the
determination of fourth birth interval age of woman, preceding birth interval,
education of woman (no), education of husband (primary), occupation of husband
(no, agriculture), gender of third child and survival status of third child has played
significant role. While in the determination of fifth birth interval age of woman,
preceding birth interval, region (NWFP), education of woman and survival status
of fourth child contribute significantly.

.1

I
I Ii

Iii

Region has significant effect in the determination of second birth interval. Punjab
and NWFP have shorter birth interval length while Balochistan has long birth
interval up to parity four. Shortest second birth interval is for women who belong
to NWFP. Third birth interval is significantly short for Punjabi women as
compared to Balochi women. Women belonging to NWFP have significantly long
fifth birth interval as compared to Balochi women, The difference in birth interval
might be due to difference in breastfeeding period. The pattern of birth interval
among provinces is found similar as reported by median duration of breastfeeding
among children born in the past three years. Ali and Sultan (2008) have found that
Punjabi women have shorter median breast feeding period (17 months) as
compared to Balochi women (20.7 months).

Urban women have shown significantly shorter second interval as compared to
rural women. Only fifth birth interval is insignificantly longer for urban women
than for the rural women. In univariate analyses (Kaplan-Meier) for parity above
two, urban women have shown longer interval than rural women. This difference
is marginal. But nature of relationship is changed when rest of variables are
controlled in the multivariate analyses i.e. short birth interval for urban women.
The reason of long interval for rural women is actually not related to rural urban
differentials (Trussell et aI., 1985 and Woldemicael, 2008). The reason given in
support of result is prevalence of romantic/love marriages in urban areas (Suwal,
200 I). Sleeping arrangement in rural areas also causes delays in birth interval
(Suwal, 2001). Moreover, in current analyses birth interval of only live births is
included. Unavailability of health facilities may cause miscarriages in rural areas
which results in long birth interval for live birth. Ali and Sultan (2008) have
reported that median breastfeeding duration is found to be shorter in urban (18
months) areas than rural (19.4 months).

Education of women has shown positive association with birth spacing. The effect
of education is significant in all models except for fourth birth interval. The
impact of education of husband, like education of woman, has positive but
insignificant effect on birth spacing for second and fourth birth intervals. For third
and tifth birth intervals effect of husband's education is reversed. Gangadharan
and Maitra (2001) argued for this negative effect of husband's education that a
man with high education usually marries with highly educated woman. Educated
women generally have delayed marriages and older women have short birth
interval. So age of woman at marriage may be the reason behind positive effect of
husband's education. Suwal (2001) had found short second birth interval in Nepal'
for the woman whose husband was secondary or post-secondary educated. Khan
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Education of women has shown positive association with birth spacing. The effect
of education is significant in all models except for fourth birth interval. The
impact of education of husband, like education of woman, has positive but
insignificant effect on birth spacing for second and fourth birth intervals. For third
and tifth birth intervals effect of husband's education is reversed. Gangadharan
and Maitra (2001) argued for this negative effect of husband's education that a
man with high education usually marries with highly educated woman. Educated
women generally have delayed marriages and older women have short birth
interval. So age of woman at marriage may be the reason behind positive effect of
husband's education. Suwal (2001) had found short second birth interval in Nepal'
for the woman whose husband was secondary or post-secondary educated. Khan
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and Raeside (1998) had also found short third and fourth birth interval for a
woman in rural area of Bangladesh whose husband was more educated.

If preceding birth is male then length of next birth interval is longer as compared
to preceding female birth. The effect is significant for second and fourth birth
intervals. The result seems to be universally true. Hemochandra et al. (2010)
stated that psychological and emotional pressure works behind this result. It
significantly increases the chances of birth if previous born child was girl (Maitra
and Pal, 2004). Female child is discriminated by short breastfeeding period as

The effect of husband's occupation on the length of birth intcrval is also.not
noticeable. A woman whose husband belongs to professional occupation group
has largest fourth and fifth birth interval as compared to a woman whose husband
is a manual worker. Women whose husbands do not work or belong to agriculture
sector are at significantly higher risk of having a fourth birth. Trussell et al.
(1985) had reported short birth spacing for professional husband in Malaysia and
Indonesia as compared to agrarian husband.

67Determinants of Higher Order Birth Intervals in Pakistan

Proximate Determinants which play major role in transition to next births are age
of women, age at marriage and period of breastfeeding. This is true for all
parities. There is increase in birth interval length with an increase in age of
women and period of breastfeeding. Increase in the preceding birth interval and
period of abstinence contract the birth intervals. Strength and nature of
relationship of preceding birth interval is changed in the biological model. It can
be concluded from this change that in socioeconomic model this factor has very
well captured the influence of biological factors. But when model for biological
factors is fitted its effect is diminished due to inclusion of very important
biological factor i.e. period of breastfeeding. Apart from parity two, signi ficant
negative relationship is found between period of abstinence and birth interval. It
means with extended period of abstinence, the possibility of conception for next
birth increases. Period of amenorrhea has shown inconsistent influence on birth
intervals. If duration of amenorrhea is less than abstinence it may increase birth
space (Setty-Venugopal and Upadhyay, 2002). But in the current analysis mcdian
duration of amenorrhea is equal to median duration of abstinence only for second
birth interval.

3.4 Cox Regression Model for Proximate Determinants (Biological Factors) of
Birth Intervals: Analysis of effect of biological factors on birth interval is no
doubt very important for understanding the reproductive behavior. Period of
breastfeeding, amenorrhea and abstinence are available only for births from
January 2001 till the date of survey, for biological model only those cases are
selected who had given births after 2001.

compared to male child which also lessens the next birth interval (Nath et aI.,
2000). If previous child dies then next birth interval is significa,ntly shorter. Child
replacement factor and stopping of breast feeding result in resumption of ovulation
which is the major cause of short interval (Hemochandra et aI., 2010 and Khan
and Raeside, 1998).

Covariate survival curve for second, third, fourth and fifth birth interval (Figures
2, 3, 4, 5) shows gradual decline which means decline in survival rate (short
survival time). The chance of not having a subsequent birth of child decreases
with increase in birth interval. The decline is sharper after three years. It means
majority of married women have next birth within three-year interval. After eight
years it approaches the bottom line and remains constant at zero for all further
durations.

1
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Wealth index has shown consistent positive effect on birth spacing but after the
birth of second child. Women who belong to higher wealth index have
insignificantly long birth interval. Birth interval among rich people is wider due to
involvement of more expenses in child upbringing due to high life style.
Distribution of inherited property also affects the fertility choices of rich couples.
They want less but rich children. Second and third birth spacing had got wider
with increase in income level for the non-contracepting Indian population (Nath et
aI., 2000).

Effect of women's occupation on the determination of birth interval length is
insignificant in all models. Women who are not engaged in any work or who
belong to professional or agriculture sector have short second and third birth
intervals as compared to manual workers. For fourth birth interval professional
and nonworking women have long interval as compared to manual worker.
Women working in agriculture sector have longest fifth birth interval length. The
reason of little difference may be attributable to biological factors such as short
breastfeeding period among professional workers as compared to agriculture
workers, manual workers and those who do not work. Daily wagers and in service
women both had shorter fourth birth interval as compared to women engaged in
agriculture sector in Nepal (Suwal, 200 I).
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Thus short birth intervals increase fertility which has many adverse effects other
than rapid population growth. In case of shorter birth interval the competition
among children starts for facilities. It is called sibling competition effect. In this
competition female child usually remains deprived. It also affects the efficiency of

The effect of most of socioeconomic and demographic factors is not same for all
birth intervals. It is evident from higher order birth interval models that age of
women, preceding birth interval, education of women and survival status of
preceding child are major determinants of most birth intervals. The effect of these
factors is same in all birth interval models. Effect of delay in women's age at
marriage shortens the birth interval length. Its effect is significant only for the
early birth intervals. Thus spacing behavior shows that delay in the marital age is
not useful in lowering fertility of Pakistan because contraceptives are less
prevalent. Late marriages can result in lower fertility only for those populations
where deliberate fertility control methods are widespread (Coale, 1992 as cited in
Dommaraju, 2008). Enhancement of women education can help to lower the
fertility.

Region of residence played vital role in the determination of only second birth
interval. An urbanization factor is not playing its role in declining the fertility by
controlling the spacing behavior. Influence of husband's education is not
significant. For some birth intervals nature of relationship is even unexpectedly
negative for this factor. Occupational effect of both spouses is also unexpected. It
is not necessary that women or their spouses working in modem sector contract"
birth spacing. It means modernization factor is not playing its role. Quality a.nd
quantity theory has little impact in Pakistan as wealth index has shown
insignificant effect on birth spacing. Next birth interval is long if previous birth is
male. Same results hold in all birth interval models. But it is significant only in
second and fourth birth interval models. Son preference is evident from this result.
If previous child has died then next birth interval is significantly shorter which
shows that maternal health is at higher risk in Pakistan. It is also observed that
birth spacing between two consecutive births is at least six months shorter than
Governmental policy for birth spacing of at least three years. It should be widened
because declining fertility could very well be due to spacing behaviour and not
necessarily stopping behaviour. .

69Determinants of Higher Order Birth Intervals in Pakistan

Effect of contraceptives is not studied due to unavailability of data within
birth interval.
Proximate Deternlinants like period of breast feeding, amenorrhea and
abstinence are only for those births which occurred after January 2001.

The effect of frequency and use of contraceptives can be studied on birth
intervals.
Government should motivate couples to increase the birth interval length
in case of death of preceding child and also strengthen.health programs. It
is necessary for the maternal and child health. If long birth interval is
promoted in case of death of preceding child, it will cause decline in
fertility.
Family planning programs should be made more effective to get the
favorable results (longer birth intervals) for age of women at marriage,
urbanization and modernization factors.
Birth interval length is shorter than three years for all higher order births.
There is need of effective policy for promotion oflong birth space (at least
4 to 5 years) between two consecutive children. Lady health visitors can
be used for this purpose.

•

•

•

•

•

•

All these recommendation are given in the context of Pakistan.

Limitations are mentioned as follows;

6. Limitations

5. Recommendations for Future Research and Policy Implication

mother regarding the child brought up and also decreases probability of child
survival.
Birth interval length is found to be significantly longer in case of increase in
preccding breast feeding period. Government should educate women for exclusive
breast feeding period of six month and at least. two years with weaning (WHO,
The World Health Report, 2006). It widens not only birth interval but also breast
milk increases the chance of child survival by increasing the immunity of child.
And in case of child survival birth interval is also expanded (Maitra and Pal,
2004).
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• Due to exclusion of older birth cohorts sample is less representative which
may have introduced bias.
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Table I: Average birth interval length in Pakistan 2006-07

'II
Table 2: Kaplan-Meier Estimatcs of mean survival limc by socio-cconomic/
demographIc and Proximate IJClermmaJlls lUI 1111!lICIUIUI",I UJilll lim ...•••.•••,

Second Interval Third Interval Fourth Interval Fifth Interv~1

Factors! Levels Estilll~t S.L Estilllat S.L Estimat S.L Estilllat S.L

Covari~tes e e e e

age of ) 24 24.755 400 25443 .637 23.750 .950 25219 U41
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35+ 29131 324 30.003 .319 29435 .317 30273 360

Overall 27.998 .201 29192 ,221 29052 .241 29.638 .290

Age of ? 18 28.m .268 29243 .282 29001 .299 29.569 ..\44

women a[ months
marnagc 19-21 26702 .388 29.275 .466 29210 .505 30289 .704

-
22-24 26565 591 29.319 .718 29m ,868 29637 I 1.0~ I

2ST 26277 .695 27.929 .805 28.488 1.06 27.489 1.138

Overall 27998 .201 29.102 .221 29052 .241 29(,38 .2<)0

Region Punjab 27.828 310 28589 ,322 29.323 378 29.794 .448

Sindh 28.196 405 29819 473 28.894 480 29.833 ,(,34

NWFP 27.278 413 29.217 .465 28.431 .522 29.801 .m
Baloch. 29363 .615 _29960 .686 . 29.465 .658 28.385 .755
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of woman Primary 27.240 .526 27.967 583 29957 .144 30 796 .925

Secon. 26.582 .475 30475 676 31.m .850 32518 1.2:'2

Hi~her 28.478 .783 35.172 1.318 34.540 1.71 35.237 2.869

Ol'erall 27.998 .201 29.192 .221 29.052 .241 29.638 .290

Education No 28.749 358 29.012 358 28611 .369 29.015 411

of husband Primary 27.515 .486 28.175 .501 27.281 .507 2K.987 .642

Seeon. 27331 342 29.022 .399 29.773 .475 30737 .576

Hiaher 27.866 .463 31072 .627 31.334 .737 30.824 1.I 04
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I wealth Poorest 29.366 .475 28.515 .476 27.796 .478 28947 .631

indcx Poorer 28374 .458 28.796 .465 28.348 501 28.500 .548

Middle 27.431 463 28.574 485 29.005 .530 28.656 .56)
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Figure 5: Survival curve for fifth birth interval
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Factors!Covariates Second Third Fourth Fifth
Interval Interval Interval Interval
Chi-slluare Chi-Slluare Chi-SlIuare Chi-square

Age of woman 46.939** 28.980** .18.269** 14.000**

Age at marriage 30.703** 1.465 .485 2.889

Region • 8.559** 7.307 2.160 2.680

Residence 15.668** 3.436 3.936* 9.632**

Education of woman 10.671* 34.702** 30.540** 16.339**

Table 3: Comparison of Survival Distribution using Log-Rank Test for higher
birth intervals

Second Interval Third Interval Forth Intenal Fifth Interval
Factors! Levels Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.
Covariates
Period of 0 18.652 1.65 . 21.063 2,883 20.053 2.01 17,917 1,932

Breastfeedi month 8
ng for 1-6 J9602 .801 20.524 1.039 20.288 1.06 20.816 1.339

preceding 7-12 20438 .426 23.306 .673 24.140 .811 23622 .K4K
child 13-18 26.085 ,585 25.404 .714 26.254 .933 25671 ,940

19-24 30.509 .748 30.406 ,759 30772 .831 30,745 .956

>24 26,750 1.83 26.879 2,164 30.167 2.79 31.696 2.X06
3 0

Overall 23.939 338 25.347 .408 25.855 .468 25.979 .519

Period of 0-1 22.093 .486 23.143 .868 23.544 ,847 24.050 .974
Amenorrhe months

a 2-3 22,982 .641 24.433 1.105 24.490 .943 25.143 1.090
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Factors/ Levels Second Third Fourth Fifth

Covariates Birth Birth Birth Birth
Interval Interval Interval Interval

Age of woman None .987** .989** .994* .993*

Age at marriage None 1.026** 1.015** 1.007 1.006

Prcccding birth interval None 1.000 .993** .993** .993**

Region Punjab 1.117** 1.120* 1.085 .924
Sindh 1.110* 1.002 1.062 .929
NWFP 1.140** 1.043 1.103 .888+
Baloch. 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Residence Urban 1.107* 1.041 1.076 .979
Rural 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Education ofwomun No 1.257** 1.529** 1.265+ 1.644**
Primary 1.189* 1.536** 1.180 1.529*
Secondary 1.211** 1.343** 1.103 1.466+
Higher 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Education of husband No 1.021 .913 1.006 .960
Primary 1.043 .942 1.132+ .979
Secondary 1.020 .966 1.005 .938
Higher 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Wealth index Poorest .932 1.139+ 1.089 1.002
Poorer .966 1.075 1.029 \.082
Middle 1.026 1.121* 1.038 1.066
Richer .993 1.046 1.091 1.0\5
Richest 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Occupation of woman no work 1.067 1.036 .994 1.028
profess 1.158 1.128 .948 1.042
agn 1.132 1.051 1.043 .896

manual 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

Occupation of husband no work 1.032 1.123 1.205* 1.063
profess 1.018 1.016 .988 . .938

Table 4: Cox Hazard Model for higher order birth intervals, Pakistan 2006-07
(Odd Ratios)

+ IfP< 0.1* Ifp<0.05Ifp<O.Ot

Factors/Covariates Second Third Fourth Fifth
Interval Interval Interval Interval
Chi-square Chi-square Chi-square Chi-square

Education of 8.681 * 14.080** 24.076** 7.905*
husband

Wealth index 16.011** 26.222** 20.277** 27.850**
Occupation of 0.943 1.909 13.361 ** .682

woman
Occupation of 8.441 * 4.245 7.527 13.101*

husband
Preceding birth 13.916** 79.180** 73.399** 38.178**

interval
Gender of Preceding 7.130** 7.046** 12.855** 2.744

Child
Survival Status of 89.775** 127.249** 108.142** 100.700**
Preceding Child

Period of 151.214** 57.749** 55.465** 56.358**
Breastfeeding for
preceding child

Period of 28.222** 13.563** 9.124** 5.645
Amenorrhea

for preceding child
Period of 4.722** 1.932 8.404* 3.446'
Abstinence

for preceding child
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Abstract

Bayesian Inference is a technique of statistical inference that, in addition to using
the sample information, utilizes prior information about Parameter(s) to draw
results about the Parameters. But the beauty is subdued by huge and cumbersome
algebraic calculations necessary to find Posterior estimates. This article suggests
numerical methods to derive Posterior distributions under all types of priors -
uninformative and informative - and to find Bayes Estimates. We use both
numerical differentiation and numerical integration to serve the purpose. The
entire estimation procedure is illustrated using real as well as simulated datasets.
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distribution, Normal distribution.

1. Introduction

The main difference between the Bayesian and the Frequentistic schools
of thoughts is that the former associate randomness with population Parameters
and formally incorporate in their analysis any prior information pertaining to
Parameters. Prior information about Parameters is updated with current
information (data) to yield Posterior Distribution, which is a work-bench for the
Bayesians. Adams (2005) throws light on the advantages of using Bayesian
approach. But the major problem, which Bayesians face, is the calculation of
Posterior Estimates via the Posterior Distribution.
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The problem is even aggravated when we use the Jeffreys Prior. It renders the
Posterior Distribution and hence the Posterior Inference even more complicated.
Different numerical techniques, like Gibbs sampler, numerical integration etc. are
used to address these problems. WinBUGS is recently-developed software that is
being extensively used to get the Posterior summaries of Parameters.

In this study, an effort is made to suggest numerical technique that efficiently
deals with all the problems of Posterior Estimation. It not only gives us the
Posterior Estimates of Parameters but also accommodates the Jeffreys Prior if it is
suggested to be used. The use of other type of priors - uninformative uniform
prior, conjugate prior and other informative priors - is comparatively easy than
that of the Jeffreys Prior.

If the nature of expressions involved in the determinant is complicated, we may
use the numerical methods for finding the second partial derivatives to calculate
the Jeffreys Prior using the relations

[,
" == a' f(u,v) I == f(UD-h,vo)-2f(uo,vo)+ f(u(J+h,vo) (2 2)
Ull 1 ." .

au (UD,Vo) h

and
f~~== a'f(u,v)\ == f(U{}+h,uo+h)+f(uo-h.uo-h)-h'(r~~+f~b)-2f(uo,vo) , (2.3)

auav (Uu.Vo) h
Z

where feu, v) is a bi-variate function and f~~denotes the partial double derivative
with regard to the random variable u. For more details, one can see Bernardo
(1979), Berger and Bernardo (1989, 1992a, 1992b), Datta and Ghosh (1995),
Jeffreys (1961).
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The breakup of the study is as follows: In Section 2, the Fisher's information and
the Jeffreys Prior are explained along with formulae for numerical differentiation.
Section 3 is concerned with the Quadrature method of numerical integration. In
Section 4, the estimation methodology is explained. Section 5 presents illustrative
examples of the entire estimation procedure. We have considered the cases of one
as well as two Parameters by taking into account the Exponential and the Normal
Distributions. Multivariate Distributions may similarly be accounted for. Section
6 concludes the entire study and discusses the results.

2. The Jeffreys Prior

The situations where we do not have much information about the Parameters of a
model, we use an uninformative prior proposed by Jeffreys (1946, 1961) and is
defined as the density of Parameters proportional to the square root of the
determinant of the Fisher's information matrix. Let the dataset X be drawn from a
certain Distribution f(XIO) that depends upon the vector of Parameters 0 ==
(01,02o ... ,Ot). The Likelihood Function is denoted by L(X;O) and its Fisher's

Information is given by 1(0) == -Ex18 {a2~~~;e)}. The Fisher's Information
measures the sensitivity of an estimator in the neighborhood of the Maximum
Likelihood Estimate (MLE), as it is proportional to the expected curvature of the
Likelihood at the MLE. Jeffreys, more generally, suggests invariance prior
(Berger, 1985) which takes the form
p(O) ocvldet{I(O)}, where 0 En (2.1)

,

3. The Quadrature Method

We usually need to evaluate multiple integrals to find Bayes Estimates, for
example, Posterior means, predictive probabilities, Posterior probabilities for
Hypotheses testing etc. based on complicated nature of the Posterior Distribution,
particularly when there is a Vector of Parameters and the expressions involve
complicated algebraic functions. Considering a one-dimensional case, the
Quadrature refers to any method for numerically approximating the value of the
definite integral f: p(O)dO, where p(O) may be any proper density. The
procedure is to calculate it at a number of points in the range 'a' through 'b' and
find the result as a weighted average asf: p(O)dO == L7=0 ci P(Oi)

where a == 0
0
< 01 < O2, ••• , On == b, 0i+1 == 01 + ci, for all i == 0,1,2, ... , nand

ci stands for the size of increment used to approach 'b' from 'a'. Here it is
important to note that the accuracy and size of the increment are inversely related
to each other. Two-dimensional integrals may be evaluated using the relationf: f: p( 0i' OJ)dOidOj == L7~0L7~0Ci Cj p( 0i, OJ (3.2)

where min(Oa == 00 < 01 < O2 •••. , On; == max(Oi), for all 0i, min(Oj) == 00 <
01 < O

2
•.•. , On} == max(Oj), for all OJ: ci and Cj respectively denote the size of

increments in the Parametric values Oi and OJ, and p(O;.Oj) symbolizes any
Bivariate Density.
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5. Illustrations

constant to get a proper density. In this scenario, the Posterior Distribution
is automatically used to yield the desired Posterior Bayes Estimates.

• The entire estimation algorithm may be understood by Figure 1.

87Numerical Methods for Bayesian Alw/ysis

5.2 Two-Parameter Distributioll: Similarly, if we consider the Nomlal
Distribution with Parameters mean J1 and variance {)2, both unknown, with
density {(x!J1. {)2)= lN2rr{)2. exp{-(x - J1)2j(2{)2)}, -00::; J1::; 00. {)> 0,

For illustration, let the time in minutes required to serve a customer at certain
facility have an Exponential Distribution with unknown Parameter 0, If 'the
average time required to serving a random sample of 20 customers is observed to
be 3,8 minutes. Obviously, the Posterior Distribution for the Parameter 0 under
the Jeffreys Prior, as derived in Section 5.1, is the Gamma with Parameters 20 and
20 x 3.8 = 76, i.e., OIX -g(20,76) and the Posterior Bayes estimator under the
Squared-Error Loss Function is (i)-I, i.e., 0.263158.
Using the numerical estimation criteria explained in Section 4, we run a set of C
codes to get E01x(l1) == (i)-I= 0.263158. Even for complex Posterior
Distributions, the numerical estimation criteria give good results.

5.1 Olle-Parameter Distribution: For a one-Parameter case, for instance, we
consider the Exponential Distribution with density {(xIO) = 0 exp( -Ox), 0 >
0, for x 2': 0; and zero elsewhere. Let an observed sample of size On'with values
Xl' Xl< ...• Xn be taken from the Exponential Distribution, The Likelihood
Function is L(X; 0) = onexp( -0 If=l xa and the logarithm of the Likelihood

F
. . leX ") I II II ",n h' h' I' a

2
/(x;0) n S' .unction IS ; 0 = n no - 0 L.i=1 Xi, w lC Imp les a02 = - 02' lI1ce It

does not depend upon x, so we get the Fisher's information as 1(0) =

-E {a2~~/)}= ;2 and hence the Jeffreys Prior takes the form l(O) ocO-I The
Posterior Distribution follows the Gamma Distribution as
{(OIX) ocOn-Iexp(-O If=1 xa, i.e., 0IX-g(n,If=lxi) with Posterior mean

E01x(0) = .•.~n , = (i)-I.
i...1=1 XI

For the purpose of illustration of the entire estimation procedure, we take two
examples: one for single-Parameter Density and the other for two-Parameter
Density and consider the Exponential and the Normal Distributions respectively.

N(JxirAbba.\', Syed Mohsin Ali Kazmi lind Muhammad As/am

4. Estimation Methodology

To find the Bayes Estimates of Posterior Distributions, we proceed as follows:

• Use one of the formulae (3,1) or (3,2) for Quadrature, and repeat the
calculation process (b - a) j E times if there is only one Parameter to be
estimated, For more Parameters, w.e use Nested Loops to evaluate
Quadrature, The Loop control variable(s) must be initialized, incremented
and checked for the desired number of iterations to reach the ternlinal
value(s), If the ranges involve infinities, the reasonable numbers may be
used to represent infinite ranges, For this, we may continuously and
gradually expand the limits till the convergence of the Posterior Estimates,
The increment of Loops should be accordingly set to attain the precision
required, The smaller be the value of increment, the greater the precision
would be. The Loop control variables are actually the Parameters to be
estimated.

• For an observed sample of size II with values XI,X2, ",;Xn taken from a
certain Distribution {(XIO), define the Likelihood Function L(X; 0) of the
Distribution of data set (current information) of random variable(s) as
L(X; 0) = nr=1 {(Xi/O) or logarithm of the Likelihood Function as
I(X; 0) = I~lln{(XdO).

• Using (2.1), derive the Jeffreys prior as p(O) ex: .jdet{l(O)} based on the

Fisher's infonnation matrix 1(0) = -ExIO {a2~~~;0)J.The numerical'
differentiation may be carried out using relations (2.2) and/or (2.3),For
simplicity, we may use Kernel Density - a density without nornlalizing
constant - to derive the Jeffreys Prior, because the Jeffreys Prior is only
the function of Parameters and the normalizing constant too is always
independent of the Parameters of the Distribution, Remember that the
Posterior Distributions are always the Distributions of the population
Parameters considered as random variables.

• Obtain the Posterior Distribution of the Parameters of interest by
multiplying the Likelihood Function with the Jeffreys Prior obtained as
{(OIX) = k-1p(0).L(X; 0), where k is the normalizing constant defined
by k = L: p(O), L(X; O)dO. In case of using the Kernel Density, the
normalizing constant is obtained by integrating out the Parameter(s) on the
entire range(s). The Kernel Density is then divided by the normalizing

..
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{(OIX) ocOn-Iexp(-O If=1 xa, i.e., 0IX-g(n,If=lxi) with Posterior mean

E01x(0) = .•.~n , = (i)-I.
i...1=1 XI

For the purpose of illustration of the entire estimation procedure, we take two
examples: one for single-Parameter Density and the other for two-Parameter
Density and consider the Exponential and the Normal Distributions respectively.

N(JxirAbba.\', Syed Mohsin Ali Kazmi lind Muhammad As/am

4. Estimation Methodology

To find the Bayes Estimates of Posterior Distributions, we proceed as follows:

• Use one of the formulae (3,1) or (3,2) for Quadrature, and repeat the
calculation process (b - a) j E times if there is only one Parameter to be
estimated, For more Parameters, w.e use Nested Loops to evaluate
Quadrature, The Loop control variable(s) must be initialized, incremented
and checked for the desired number of iterations to reach the ternlinal
value(s), If the ranges involve infinities, the reasonable numbers may be
used to represent infinite ranges, For this, we may continuously and
gradually expand the limits till the convergence of the Posterior Estimates,
The increment of Loops should be accordingly set to attain the precision
required, The smaller be the value of increment, the greater the precision
would be. The Loop control variables are actually the Parameters to be
estimated.

• For an observed sample of size II with values XI,X2, ",;Xn taken from a
certain Distribution {(XIO), define the Likelihood Function L(X; 0) of the
Distribution of data set (current information) of random variable(s) as
L(X; 0) = nr=1 {(Xi/O) or logarithm of the Likelihood Function as
I(X; 0) = I~lln{(XdO).

• Using (2.1), derive the Jeffreys prior as p(O) ex: .jdet{l(O)} based on the

Fisher's infonnation matrix 1(0) = -ExIO {a2~~~;0)J.The numerical'
differentiation may be carried out using relations (2.2) and/or (2.3),For
simplicity, we may use Kernel Density - a density without nornlalizing
constant - to derive the Jeffreys Prior, because the Jeffreys Prior is only
the function of Parameters and the normalizing constant too is always
independent of the Parameters of the Distribution, Remember that the
Posterior Distributions are always the Distributions of the population
Parameters considered as random variables.

• Obtain the Posterior Distribution of the Parameters of interest by
multiplying the Likelihood Function with the Jeffreys Prior obtained as
{(OIX) = k-1p(0).L(X; 0), where k is the normalizing constant defined
by k = L: p(O), L(X; O)dO. In case of using the Kernel Density, the
normalizing constant is obtained by integrating out the Parameter(s) on the
entire range(s). The Kernel Density is then divided by the normalizing

..

1
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for -00 ~ x ~ 00; and zero elsewhere. For a sample of size II, the Likelihood

Function is L(X; fl. 82) == (2rr82)-~exp{- I7=1 (X~~~)2} and the logarithm of the

Likelihood Function is leX; fl, 82) == - ~ In(2rr82) - I7=1 (X~~~)2, which implies
a21(X;8) _ n aZl(X;8) n 2 2

a~z - - liZ' a~aliZ -(nfl - Ii=oXi)/(8 ) , and
a2

1(X;8) == __ n_ + (82)-3 In_ (x. _ )2
a(liZl' 2(li2)Z 1-1 I fl

The partial double-derivative vanishes under expectation and Fisher's infon11ation,
therefore, takes the form [(fl. 82) == n2(82)-3 The Jeffreys Prior is derived to be
}(fl, 82) oc (82)-3/2 for -00 ~ fl ~ 00, (J > O. The Joint Posterior Distribution,
[(fl, 82IX), takes the form
[(fl.82IX).oc (82)-(n+3)/2{_I);"1 (X~~~)2), for -00 ~ fl:5, 00, (J> O. (5.1)

After some algebra, it can be shown that the Posterior Marginal Distribution of
precision 82 follows the Gamma Distribution and the Posterior Conditional
Distribution of fl18-2 follows the Normal Distribution.

For illustration, let an observed sample with 7 values, 20.87, 18.83, 21.36, 17.77,
18.97, 26.66 and 24.24, be taken from the Normal Distribution N (fl, (J2) with
both the Parameters unknown. The observed mean fl and variance (J2 arc found to
be 21.24286 and 10,25492 respectively. We now utilize the estimation criteria pf
Section 4 and find the Posterior Estimates of mean fl and variance (J2 by running
C codes. The desired Estimates of mean fl and variance (J2 are found. to be
21.2429 and 8.65912 respectively. The difference in variance may be due to the
short size of dataset. This difference becomes negligible for datascts of large
sizes.

For the simulated dataset of size 100 from the Normal Distribution with mean 0
and variance 1, we get IXi == -10.266 and Ixf == 124.7118 with mean fl ==
-0.10266 and variance (J2 == 1.24907. The estimated mean and variance
through the suggested criteria are found to be -0.10266 and 1.23617 respectively
which are fairly close to the theoretical results.

~

6. Concluding Remarks

In this article, an effort is made to elaborate on the numerical methods to find the
Jeffreys Prior and the Posterior Bayes Estimates. Numerical differentiation and
Quadrature are considered to find the Jeffreys Prior and the Posterior Bayes
Estimates. For instance of a one-Parameter case, we used the Exponential
Distribution to derive the Jeffreys Prior and the Posterior Estimates, whereas for
the two-Parameter case, we used the Normal Distribution. The observed and
simulated datasets are studied. It is seen that the theoretical and numerical results
fairly agree.

The same procedure can easily be employed for the case of uninfon11ative
uniform, informative and conjugate priors too. The method works equally well
when priors and data sets are assumed to follow non regular density functions. The
complicated Posterior Distributions can also be handled with equal case and
accuracy.

Yes

~

Calculate log of likelihood
function, Fisher infonnation
mamx and the Jeffreys prior.
Update the ,,"Iue(,) of para-
mt:ter(s

Display' estimates

Figure I: The numerical-estimation procedure
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